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Abstract
Introduction
The Show About Nothing

We view the world through a series of frames:
contexts, mediators, constructs, oversimplifications.
We place frames around things to isolate them
and better understand them — to control them and
define a context for our audience: magazines,
book covers, wayfinding, signage, graphic overlays,
subtitles, logos. These frames label, augment,
enhance, and explain things for us. They also
become habitual frames of mind, granting us fluid
access to familiar subjects through consistency
and reliability.
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But how does the time we spend inside these
controlled, reductive frames aﬀect the way we
interact with and interpret our realities? What
is left out of the frame? What else deserves to be
brought back in? What stories are not being told?
With these frames as my toolbox —my framework—
I call attention to the untold stories and to the
frames themselves. I question the ways we
represent things and the ways we represent our
own identities. I take the most oversimplified,
overmediated, and bluntly prescriptive visual
tropes that mass-culture has to oﬀer, and play
them back to themselves, full blast, to reveal the
humor and anxiety bubbling beneath the surface.
I work to explore our designed world’s periphery,
reclaiming and reimagining my visual landscape.
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Abstract

How much of my life have I spent in Jerry
Seinfeld’s apartment?
180 episodes.
Assuming I’ve seen each and every one, I would
have spent 66 hours watching them all; almost
three full days. That’s a lot for a TV show, but
really not so much in the span of a lifetime.
Plus, I’m pretty sure I haven’t even seen every
episode. Then again, I’ve definitely seen some
more than once. So, let’s say I’ve spent three days
total. Something like a long weekend at Jerry’s.
And yet, how could something so relatively
small, so brief , feel so significant?
Though emanating from a two-dimensional
screen — a flat window into an alternate
universe — Jerry Seinfeld’s apartment feels like
a place I’ve spent an entire lifetime. With its
oﬀ-white walls and kitchen countertop angling
directly into the doorframe where George,
Elaine, and Kramer appear, as if out of thin
air, it’s a space I feel I know as well as just
about any. It’s reliably familiar.

“WHEN IT COMES TO SEINF
STRANGE INTERMINGLING ELD, SUCH
AND REALITY HAS LONG OF FICTION
QUO...ITS CHARACTERS, BEEN STATUS
AND CATCHPHRASES CONTSETTINGS, JOKES,
ON OUR DAILY REALITY 20INUE TO INTRUDE
YEARS LATER.”
JENNIFER KEISHIN ARMSTR
ONG
SEINFELDIA

I’ve never stepped foot in it. It isn’t real.
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The Show About Nothing

For a scripted television show, Seinfeld blurred
reality and fiction in newly relatable ways for
its audience. It felt familiar, because it tapped
into the headspace of our everyday existence
with then unprecedented methods. Touted as
“The Show about Nothing,” Seinfeld flipped
the hierarchy on what aspects of life might be
considered attractive or entertaining for a
televised comedy. Its ability to simultaneously
criticize and celebrate the most mundane and
frustrating facets of everyday life set it apart
from the average sitcom.
In Seinfeld’s eyes, where you bought your
fruit was no less important than where you met
the love of your life.1 With each episode, Seinfeld
imprinted an ever-expanding sea of inside jokes
and meta-references onto things as banal and
negligible as where you parked your car. Seinfeld
was neither a straight-faced
romanticization nor a cynical
1
Seinfeld,
critique of the everyday, but
“The Mango”
Season 5,
instead positioned somewhere
Episode 1
Original Air
squarely between — a just
Date September
16, 1993
barely hyperbolic interpretation and comedic distortion of
life’s simple displeasures, and an active inquiry
into what subject matter really mattered to a
television audience.
After watching enough Seinfeld, this playful
celebration and deconstruction of everyday
existence allowed viewers to move through
the spaces of boredom and neurosis with a
self-reflective sense of humor — activating and
celebrating the frames of mind usually deemed
unworthy of our admiration or attention. These
peripheral, private frustrations formed the
show’s bountiful groundwork. For 22 minutes

at a time, otherwise traumatic social awkwardness and mind numbing day-to-day trappings
were transformed into moments of hysteriainducing validation. Put simply, Seinfeld ‘got’ us.
In Seinfeld’s world, the dreaded became
something to look forward to. When we laughed
at Jerry, George, Kramer, and Elaine, we were
really laughing at ourselves. What I continue
to love about Seinfeld is its determination to
scrutinize the minutiae of daily life — blithely
privileging the ordinary over the extraordinary
to reveal that, really, the ordinary takes up far
more of our space.
In my graphic design work, I similarly point
to the designed world’s peripheral, oft-neglected
moments — the imagined, constructed spaces
where we spend much of our idle time. I emphasize, reenact, and hyperbolize instances of latent
discrepancy or unease within our mediated
visual landscape — the schizophrenic chaos of
nightly news graphic overlays, the empty ambiguity of nationalistic symbols, the rampant
wealth of representation and misrepresentation
within logo culture, the intrinsic power present
in various commercial mediums, how allegedly
smooth interfaces are often anything but — with

Seinfeld complete series box set.
Enough discs to make your head spin.
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a similarly fixated but lighthearted scrutiny.
My interests lie not only in the content being
delivered, but also in the humor, delight,
or dreadful naiveté within the commonplace
devices, platforms, and iconography — the
frames — that contain and deliver our content
to us. I reveal these frames by reclaiming and
reimagining them through exaggeration,
reinterpretation, distortion, and reconfiguration. I coopt them, re-perform them, turn
the volume to eleven, and feed them back
into their native platforms.
I confess that I am caught between a pure
love of entertainment and pop-culture and an
aversion to its constructed, sedative power.
Similarly, I cherish graphic design for its ability
to organize and explain the world with elegance,
but also begrudge the starry-eyed, simplistic
depictions of reality it can be used to propagate.
Within my work, I give form to this precise
tension. Inhabiting the space of familiar media
formats, visual languages, and mundane iconography, my work questions what happens when
the surface-level sheen is imbued with the
anxieties and ambivalence bubbling beneath the
surface. By playing these over-mediated devices
back into themselves, I deliberately conflate
disparate perspectives to build tension. I seek

CNN graphic overlays and tickers negating
a statement about Trump falsely negating
a statement. How meta.
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to depict the neurotic byproduct of idealism
pitted against blunt cynicism; to give voice to an
array of competing, but omnipresent, narratives;
to allow lighthearted skepticism to spill over the
threshold of consumer-ready viability; to question what it means to exist amongst and within
representations of reality that are more influential than reality itself. My work refuses to accept
a simple story, and finds value in investigating
and presenting the complexities often relegated
to the periphery.
We view the world through a set of frames:
contexts, mediators, constructs, oversimplifications. Designers, specifically, place frames
around things to isolate them and better understand them; to label, augment,
2
enhance, and explain things;
Stephen Harold
Riggins, ed.
to control them and define
Beyond Goffman:
Studies on
a
context for our audience:
Communication,
Institution,
magazines, book covers, stickers,
and Social
Interaction
tags, wayfinding, signage,
241
graphic overlays, subtitles,
logos, icons. Sociologist Erving Goﬀman uses
the term “laminations” to describe contextual
social layers, a word that also adequately depicts
this shiny layer of communicative visual context.2
After repeated exposure, these designed constructs largely go unnoticed as such. They
instead become habitual frames of mind, subliminally granting us access to familiar subjects
through continued reliability. Unbeknownst
to us, we might even come to feel most comfortable within their confines.
Design mediates and dictates our experiences of public spaces and public discourse; of
culture, entertainment, commerce, economy,
and of life itself. In a noisy world, design makes

quiet sense of things. But as design explains,
organizes, and processes our world for us, we
can become passive and comfortable; passengers,
not drivers.
As a graphic designer — usually responsible
for a shaping and framing content — I consider
and question these frames on a daily basis.
Though I am often enthusiastically complicit,
I can’t help but grow wary of their motives.
But what if these constructions — these
occasionally shallow frames — could perform
their own fallacy within their native platforms?
What if we, as consumers, were always in on
the joke?
Using these contexts as my
3
See I Read the
toolbox, I interrogate, collage,
News Today,
Oh Boy
reclaim,
and repurpose the
203
visual languages therein. In my
4
See Frames
work, I’ve stripped the New
of Reference
65
York Times of its contents and
5
replaced its layout with jarring
See
9313
abstractions and speculative
31
language to pose questions
about the uncertainty of printed
news’ future.3 I’ve extracted interface elements
and corporate logos from their contexts, impressionistically collaging them into new

illustrations.4 I’ve even questioned the space of
my own childhood home, digging into the
multiplicity of narratives within an intimately
personal, familiar space.5 As I work, I playfully
reimagine my own world by redesigning, and
rearranging its contents.
Through a cynical lens, the graphic designer’s role can be viewed as a sort of societal
middleman, distilling complex
and unwieldy content into a
6
Søren
digestible set of images and
Andreason &
Lars Bang
words, usually for profit. In
Larsen
The Critical
their book The Critical Mass
Mass of
Mediation
of Mediation, curators Søren
121
Andreasen and Lars Bang
Larsen describe “the figure of the middleman…
as a conformist, parasitical agent responsible for
short circuiting authenticity.” 6 But the middleman also has the unique opportunity — and
ability — to hijack and transfigure the message
at hand. Being a part of the process is like being
in on a joke — it grants the designer the facility
to make meaningful work that questions its
very role and generously avoids manipulating its
audience. Designers can instead use the tools
and contexts aﬀorded to them to deliver
messaging that laughs at itself, and makes the
audience aware that it’s always been a bit funny
to begin with. We can also use these tools to
advocate against the status quo in search of
a more honest outcome.
My design practice embraces this challenge.
In an attempt to perform, celebrate, and critique
design’s distillation simultaneously, I interrogate
the public-facing platforms and ubiquitous devices
in which design typically functions. I take the
most oversimplified, overmediated, and bluntly

prescriptive visual tropes that mass-culture has to
oﬀer, and play them back to themselves, full blast.
My work typically asks several key questions:
What is the simplest, most ridiculously direct
way to visually frame, label, or represent something? What are the most direct or obvious
common associations with the object in question? How can I play up the absurdity of this
representation? How can I manipulate this
frame (or platform, or label, or context) to actively
perform its role in mediating our experiences?
Alternatively, how can I completely remove it?
As a graphic designer, can I reveal the frame,
critique it, and feed it back into the world with
something new to say? Through humor, critique,
and deconstruction, can I invite the audience
in on the joke?
As with Seinfeld, when the peripheral discomfort we all feel but are too ashamed to talk about
gets its due, the real comedy of life can begin
to reveal itself. In small gestures, my work holds
a mirror to some of the clunkier, awkward, and
less attractive aspects of our media-saturated
culture, revealing funny, sad, frustrated, sedated,
overwhelmed, tantalized, and exhausted versions
of their former selves.
As contemporary beings, our greatest coping
mechanism might be our ability
to laugh at ourselves while think7
Leonard
ing critically about the mess we’ve
Cohen
“Anthem”
made. In doing so, we can begin
Performed
on the
to imagine exit strategies and
album
The Future
potential alternatives with levity.
(1992)
I hope that each one of my projects elicits the wide range of
emotions that I cycle through as I produce them;
that each piece illustrates the concurrent

Walt Disney World Entrance, Orlando, FL.
A whole new world. Photo by Denis Adriana
Macias via Wikimedia.
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implausibility and delightful fantasy of idealism
at the precise moment that its delicate shell
begins to crack. As Leonard Cohen famously
sang, “There’s a crack in everything. That’s how
the light gets in.” 7

Photo of a Shell gas pump in Brooklyn, NY
by author (2016). The numbers jumbled
in place resemble Dada typography. I love
discovering the beauty and humor in these
moments.
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FRAMES
OF
MINE
How We Design
Ourselves
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1

Extensions of Self
Growing up, my father, an intellectual property litigator,
would share stories about the companies he was defending or suing for trademark infringements. These misgivings
ranged from using a name for a product that impeded on another
company’s or utilizing a tagline that sounded familiar
or misleading. There was always a great deal of nuance
to each side’s argument, and I actually enjoyed trying
to parse it out with him. Some were pharmaceutical companies like Astra Zeneca, some were athletic ones, like Nike.
A joker at heart, there was a good deal of wit
1
and play within his anecdotes about subject
Recot, Inc. v.
Becton, (U.S. Court
of Appeals for the
matter that was anything but fun. I’ll never
Federal Circuit
2000)
forget hearing about the Frito-Lay chip company suing a brand of pet products called Fido
Lay.1 It all sounded so ludicrous to me; an absurd game of
adults arguing over who thought of what first. My dad
would also bring home ephemera from the intellectual property law conferences, ornamented with symbols I grew to know quite well: © (copyright),
(trademark),
(registered trademark). When
prompted, he would explain their subtle diﬀerences. I was exposed to the structures and
mediators of corporate America from a very
early age, and knew that logos often had their own logos in the

™

©

®
™

®

Various trademark symbols & Frito-Lay logo.
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form of these trademark icons. At the time,
as far as I knew, his was a job like any
other. But what I began to realize was that
he was defending a company’s right to its
own ideas, protecting them under law,
and making sure nobody else could profit
oﬀ of them. He was fighting for a company’s ability to represent themselves, to create a fictionalized identity, through simple language and simple
imagery, to which they alone could own the rights. He was
defending a fabricated world.
All of this happened in a suburb of Washington, DC called
Bethesda, Maryland. Living so close to the capital meant many
school field trips to the National Mall, or Spring weekend day
trips with the family to walk among the Cherry Blossoms around
the Jeﬀerson Memorial’s Tidal Basin. There was so much history
around me, and even more literal structures and frames through
which to view it. These monuments stood in for something bigger
than giant, carved slabs of marble — wars, presidents, deceased
war heroes — and I slowly became
aware of their designs, their
architecture, and the stories that
were being left out of the frame.
My curiosity about my surroundings always prompted questions.
Why did one structure exist over another? Why did one building
house a certain branch of government? Where did the Cherry
Blossoms come from? As I began to learn more about the city’s
architecture and customs, I also began to notice my own
The cherry blossoms were gifted on March
27, 1912 from Mayor Yukio Ozaki of Tokyo City
to the city of Washington, D.C. Mayor Ozaki
donated the trees to enhance the growing
friendship between the United States
and Japan.
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My vast and varied collection of band T-shirts
purchased throughout decades of concerts.

curiosity towards systems of collective understanding and
towards propagandizing, re-contextualizing, and re-presenting
the history of a country to its people. The Cherry Blossoms, for
example — a symbol commonly associated with Washington,
DC — were actually gifts from Japan, a country that had bombed
and had been bombed by the United States a few decades after
their gifting. Revelations like this prompt even larger questions.
I’ve always had an interest in how we mediate our world—
how we build and design things to represent large concepts or
grand history, and how no single narrative can convey the whole
story. These thought patterns have often led me to question
myself, and my own identity. What are the things that constitute
my being, or how I want the world to see me? What are my ‘monuments’? What is my ‘logo’? Just as Washington, DC has its monuments, or the companies my father represented had their taglines and logos, people have their own ways of
displaying who they are and what they stand for.
The frames through which we view the world
also grow to constitute our own self-perceptions,
identities, and the way we experience the things
outside of ourselves. As I work within these
frames, I deliberately draw attention to their
influence, not only in dictating my everyday
experiences, but also in mediating my understanding of myself and my identity. Who I am
can so often be boiled down to the frames that I operate within:
what books I’m reading, what brands I’m buying, what music I’m
listening to, what restaurants I frequent. My work investigates
my own obsession with culture as an extension of my identity,
and aims to uncover and point out how people look to cultural
Still from A Woman is A Woman, Jean-Luc
Goddard (1961). A couple argues via book
titles from their bedroom bookshelf.
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objects as foundations for their individual identities. Theodor
Adorno said that, “people know what they want because they
know what other people want.” 2 I question how much control we
have over these obsessions, and am curious how
2
Theodore Adorno,
we define our individual tastes and values, and
Minima Moralia:
Reflections on a
what leads us to adopt them.
Damaged Life
1951
While I wonder who controls our perceptions
of ourselves, I also delight in the ways individuals seek intimacy
with these external fixations. It is so commonplace to point to
the works and creations of others in an attempt at describing our
personal identities, that we often
ignore the peculiarity of the practice,
and the mediation present in our very
experience of ourselves. We wear the
T-shirts of our favorite bands, both to
project their spirit outward and to
somehow embody their energy. We
tattoo somebody else’s poetry on our
bodies, grasping to physically unite
with the beauty of language and its
author’s aura.
Certain devices, platforms, and
formats become physical stand-ins for
that which cannot be made tangible:
audio, language, and life experiences.
People collect them, preserve them,
and display them. Our Spotify libraries, hard as they might, could never
do the physical work that our record
collections do just by taking up space.

As Woody Allen’s character in Play it Again Sam prescriptively
arranges his books on a table before a date arrives, his friend
protests:
“You can’t leave books lying around if you’re not reading them.”
“It creates an image,” he replies.3
In the Baudillarian sense, formats become stand-ins for things
that reality can’t truly capture.4 But still we look to
3
them to at least attempt to. In a recent interview
Woody Allen,
Play It
with Marc Maron, singer-songwriter Ryan Adams
Again Sam
1972
talks of the strange relationship
he had with buying albums as a
teenager: “I used to smell the cassette. Like it
was fresh. Like it just came oﬀ the printer…
I was sort of fetishizing records
4
WTF With
and then examining all of the things that were
Marc Maron
Episode 785:
Ryan Adams
in there.” 4 Many feel a connection to these manufactured objects, even though they are synthetic
constructs, many steps removed from their contents’ creation.
This section of my thesis delves into the constructs we cling
to in search of ourselves. In what contexts do we discover ourselves? How do we become the people we want others to see?

Stills from unkown video of a woman fainting
upon receipt of compact disc during a spiritual
ceremony.

Just some of the many ticket stubs I’ve saved
from concerts. Something tangible from
something ephemeral.
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UP NEXT: PROJECTS

9313
BOOK

An exercise in autobiographical storytelling and archive, 9313
aims to capture the complex web of narratives within my childhood home, 9313 Friars Road. After my mother died in 2011, my
family’s foundation was shaken. My father abruptly sold the house
two years later. Through an interview between my father and me
about our memories of the house, the book collages the house’s
multiple, and shockingly disparate stories: home photos of my
family within and around the home; archival materials related to
an assassination that occurred on the house’s doorstep a decade
before we moved in; stills from an Iranian film called Kandahar,
which stars the former assassin 20 years after the killing; and
staged real estate photos of the house as it was being sold in 2013.

“MEM
OUTSID ORIES OF THE
HAVE THE E WORLD WILL NEVE
OF HOME SAME TONALITY A R
IMAGES WIT...BY APPROACHING T S THOSE
SOLIDARIT H CARE NOT TO BR HE HOUSE
YO
EA
WE MAY HO F MEMORY AND IMA K UP THE
P
E
T
O
M
AKE OTHER GINATION,
ALL THE PS
S FEEL
Y
C
H
OLOG
OF AN IMA
GE THAT MICAL ELASTICITY
UNIMAGINA OVES US AT AN
BLE DEPTH
.”
GASTON BA
THE POETIC CHELARD
S OF SPAC
E

Detail spread from 9313. Film still from
Kandahar juxtaposed with a news article
about the assassination that occurred on
the house’s doorstep a decade before my
family moved in.

LEFT

PROJECT

31

TOP Half pages cover and reveal juxtapositions. Photo of my brother and me in front
of 9313 Friars Rd. (ca. 1994) .

32

BOTTOM Photo from 1980 edition of The
Washington Post. Text from a remembered
conversation between my father and a
friend about the house prior to moving in.

SEASON 1 FRAMES OF MINE

Film still from Kandahar. Subtitle reads,
“Don’t be afraid.” Photo from 1980 edition
of The Washington Post.
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PROJECT 9313

Throughout the book, I highlight strange
coincidences in color and imagery between
stills from the film Kandahar and the
house’s distinctive wall colors.
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PROJECT 9313

Text from my father about watching the film
with my mother in their bedroom.
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PROJECT 9313

The film’s subtitles juxtaposed with real
estate photos from when the house was
sold. Eerily staged photography subtly
conveys a sense of lifelessness as the
pages turn.
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Strange coincidences in color and imagery
between the house and the film Kandahar.
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The assassin, Awud Salahuddin, a then
twenty-nine-year-old African-American
convert to Islam, as he appears as a doctor
in the film Kandahar some 21 years after
the murder.
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PROJECT 9313

The book’s final spread. My father questions why the real estate agents rearranged
our furniture for the listings, in an attempt
to make the house more appealing. The
inclusion of the online listing reveals that
the photos included in the book were
staged for the real estate listing.
42
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Cover Me
DIGITAL PROJECTION & FILM

These short film segments play with the concept of appropriation
and the tradition of musical tribute through the cover song.
Wearing all white, I hold a guitar in a dark room, announcing,
“this is a cover.” Immediately, a projection of a YouTube song
performance fills the frame, aligning the guitar strums and
movements onto my physical figure. The space between the
act of performing the song and my own idleness creates a comedic
disparity that points to a desperate desire for intimacy with
art and a culture of instant gratification and immediacy.

TUALLY
“I’M AC UITE
A Q ERSON,
ENT P
E
F
IF
D R NE V ER G ET
I JUST ROUND
A
G HIM.”
O
T BEIN
ÖDÖN

VON H

H
ORVÁT
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LEFT Detail of my cover of John Fahey’s
"Sunflower River Blues." ABOVE The end of the
performance reveals the distance between
aspiration and reality.

Covering John Fahey’s "Sunflower River
Blues." Film hiccups disrupt the
performance’s fluidity.
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Covering Townes Van Zandt’s
performance of "Loretta."
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On the Record
FILM

Can we communicate through the things we own? What stories
do our objects tell about us? This vignette reveals a narrative
through non-existent record covers, replaced instead with handwritten, deadpan descriptions of the records’ contents. As a
faceless protagonist peruses his record collection trying to pick
something to listen to, short descriptions summarize the sentimental connotations or nostalgic properties of each record.
He shoves some back in quicker than others and eventually
lands on “Sad Breakup Folk Record,” walking out of the frame,
record in hand.

“SYM
IN THE CONT BOLS
E
HAVE A LOT XT OF MUSIC
AND PEOPLE OF POWER,
TO OWN A ARE VERY WILLING
THEIR CULTUND WEAR/DISPLAY
R AL
AND ALLEGIAEXPERIENCES
NCES.”
ERIC TIMOTH

Y CARLSON

Action detail of the protagonist
dramatically slamming the record "Lying
in Bed with You" back into its place on
the shelf.

LEFT
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48

Stills from the 30-second video.
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PROJECT ON THE RECORD

Tracing Taste
PRINTED BOOKLET & DIGITAL PORTRAIT

Our cultural appetite says a lot about who we are. For many,
the things we read, listen to, watch, and discuss amongst friends
and family define us as much as just about anything else. In the
construction of our identities, the cultural gatekeepers (media
outlets, news sources, social media) and their informants (critical
texts, capitalistic industries, anthropological explanations) are
instrumental.
Can you really get to know somebody through the content they
consume? What would it look like to try to? Would the result be
a portrait of a person?
Tracing Taste is a series of portraits by way of hand-tracings
of these cultural signifiers. Participants were asked to provide
me with several personal cultural medium (in the form of web
screenshots, pictures, and physical books). Using my discretion,
I traced, by hand, items from within the selections. The results
were scanned, flattened, and printed in book form. They were
also saved as digital files. Both the books and .jpgs were given as
gifts to the participants.
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The booklets given to participants.
The book’s title page featured the
recipient’s name, handwritten in pencil on
tracing paper.
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A portrait of Elizabeth Leeper features buttons from Spotify playlists, The New Yorker
masthead, and lines from poems, among
other images.
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A portrait of Shanna Rifkin takes text
from Scandinavian fashion blog posts,
NPR music, and cooking websites.
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My self-portrait is filled with items from
music publications, article quotes, and
images from articles I was reading at
the time.
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The Self Hood
MIRROR-LINED HELMET

With the rise of social media, narcissism and self-performance
have become increasingly inevitable. We perform for one another
in these contexts, attempting to augment our lives and personalities through filters and attractive contexts to share with others.
But what if we had to face ourselves intimately, and nothing else?
The Self Hood is a mirror-lined helmet that puts the user face to
face with themselves, from multiple angles. The user is placed in
a dark space, and asked to close their eyes. The helmet is placed on
the user’s head. Once the helmet is on, an internal LED light
illuminates the interior. Unaware of what’s inside the helmet, the
user opens his or her eyes to see only their own image, mere inches
away from their face. With nothing between ourselves and our
own image, who do we see?
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Interior of the helmet.
Experiential installation with
hood in place.
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Reverberations
On the sealed vinyl record for Arthur
Russell’s 1986 masterpiece World of
Echo, a sticker adorns the plastic
wrapping. In the space where you
would usually find a quote of praise
reads one word, enigmatically unattributed: “Unintelligible.” Perhaps that descriptor isn’t the most
complimentary, but in Russell’s world, unintelligible is the highest watermark. On World of Echo, and elsewhere, Russell deliberately crafts impossibly nebulous soundscapes, manipulating
both pulsing, droning cello and his evaporating vocals into a sea
of sounds that seep into one another. Russell’s voice and cello
meld together, echoing out from the
speakers in an inevitable wash of
casual ambivalence. It’s hard to make
out any one noise as distinct. Each
one becomes something else just as
soon as it’s generated. The record’s
title—and its mysterious sicker — is
entirely apt.
I see Arthur Russell’s irreverence
for lucidity as an interesting frame of reference for my own formal design experiments. For as long as I can remember, I’ve had
an aﬃnity for reverberation: Surf-Rock, Ambient music, Dub

The New York Philharmonic Hall’s design
visually suggests the reverberations it
attempts to control through paneling.
Acoustics designed by Dr. Leo Beranek
(ca. 1962). Photograph from postcard of
the Hall.
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Vinyl package of Arthur Russell’s World of Echo
(1986). The “Unintelligible” sticker remains one
of my all-time favorite details on any record
packaging. The sticker was allegedly a decision
made by Russell himself, in response to poor
record sales. Russell wanted to shift expectations that the record made any structural sense.

ESSAY

Curators Søren Andreason and Lars Bang Larsen state that
the “impure nature of the echo might … be thought of in terms of
ambivalence, indirection and synthesis…” 1 I like
1
the idea of an echo being ambivalent, unsure of
Søren Andreason &
Lars Bang Larsen
what exactly it’s saying, but embracing its murkiThe Critical Mass
of Mediation
55
ness. More than anything else, my formal experiments ask questions of their source material. I discover new perspectives through this loose process of reassembly.
Part of my interest in reverberating and distorting logos and
interfaces likely stems from a distrust and ambivalence towards
the corporate visual landscape’s idealistic, false sense of clarity.
The commercial landscape conceals and redacts with little inhibition. If Kendall Jenner handing riot police a can of Pepsi qualifies
as non-violent resistance in 2017, then the advertising world needs
a serious reality check. My goal with the more commerciallyinclined formal compositions is to deconstruct and
invalidate these symbols as anything other than
highly rendered or incredibly precise drawings.
They mean something to us, but only because we
allow them to. What happens when we exaggerate
or distort that meaning to reflect our own feelings
onto the object in question? What sort of comments
and opinions can I express by reinterpreting
or re-contextualizing that commercial language or
familiar imagery? By extracting from mundane
visual source material, I personify and defamiliarize otherwise stoic and totemic icons — computer
cursors, social media interface structures, etc — to undermine our
sedate reverence for them.

Reggae, Psychedelia. I find a lack of acoustic clarity and softening at the edges calm and soothing; pleasantly cacophonous in
the way that only nature and nighttime city
streets usually aﬀord. Reverberation presents
the believable suggestion of endlessness. With
intentionality and control, reverb can mutate
into something with far more depth and texture than the original source. Reverberation
can also alter how we receive a source, changing the meaning and tone along the way; a
source in meta-conversation with itself reveals
aesthetic and speculative latencies and points to possible metaphors or potentially overlooked connotations.
As somebody endlessly infatuated by culture, both popular
and otherwise, I find joy in manipulating and reverberating the
visual languages and symbols I come across on a daily basis.
These manipulations draw from any and everywhere: nightly
news graphics, startup logos, closed-captioning, patriotic ephemera, song lyrics, app interfaces, company slogans, and the devices
we use to navigate our digital worlds. In some form or another,
I come into contact with all of these images every day. Accepting
this as a fact of life, instead of futilely eschewing them, I embrace
this visual landscape as a source of inspiration. By hijacking, and
reclaiming these devices and visual languages, I liberate them
from their contexts and force them into new ones. I enlist the
dregs of the commercial visual atmosphere in service of my own
expression, enacting my own feelings towards them onto them,
and putting them in conversation with one another, blurring
them into each other.

Reverberation is the prolonged, resounding
of a sound, image, or feeling. It mutates and
expands as it moves outward from a center.
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Blues Project Poster by Victor Moscoso (1967).
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Feedback Loops
prior to the album’s release. The result is a culmination of years
of trial and error. It sounds as if it’s been dragged through the
band’s entire discography, emerging a tired, fragile shell of its
former self.
I look to feedback loops within my formal experiments as a
way to comment on culturally resonant imagery or devices.
Conceptually, I enjoy taking note of how the structures and
frameworks we create to facilitate and enhance our lives come to
dictate our actions, giving us a false sense of control. Social
media, television, and new media all play their part in delivering
digestible versions and reinterpretations of reality, but also inadvertently close us oﬀ from the reality that they represent.
As imagery and symbols move through culture, they
reverberate oﬀ one another and eﬀect change within
themselves. They become ingrained in our collective
minds, and mutate with time, like a game of telephone.
As images and communication travel faster than ever
before, imitation and reinterpretation convolute everything in sight, and reveal new perspectives on old tropes,
with little discretion. Like with memes, images lose any
sense of their own history, and begin to prompt endless versioning, with outputs eventually becoming the only inputs.

Radiohead closes their 2016 full-length record, A Moon Shaped
Pool, with “True Love Waits,” a song that made its live
debut in 1995 as a bittersweet acoustic ballad. It has since
become a coveted fan-favorite, before
ever appearing on any of the band’s
studio albums. The song — which the
band unsuccessfully attempted to
record during sessions for three of
their earlier studio albums, 1997’s OK
Computer, 2000’s Kid A and 2001’s
Amnesiac — and its appearance on
the new record inspired overwhelming excitement in its fans upon the album’s surprise release.
Until A Moon Shaped Pool, “True Love Waits” had only ever
been performed in its raw, bright form; almost always solo by
lead singer Thom Yorke on acoustic guitar. The new version — a
mercurial, polymelodic piano dirge, with oﬀbeat rhythms and
ambient rustling — was a knowing departure from the song’s
original source. The composition’s evolution is essentially a feedback loop, its revision inspired by and reinterpreted within the
framework of its own history in the band’s repertoire. The song’s
new arrangement and recording is ultimately about the song
itself. It is also about how the song’s meaning has changed
over time, as Yorke’s relationship with his partner deteriorated

Cover, Radiohead A Moon Shaped Pool (2016).

A feedback loop begins where it starts, as the
output derived from the initial input becomes
an input again, affecting subsequent outputs.
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Eric Timothy Carlson’s work is diﬃcult to define. As a graphic
designer, illustrator, sculpter, new media artist, and filmmaker,
Carlson embraces a holistic approach that allows for him to pair
his distinct sensibilities in inventive ways. In 2016, he took on
one of his most ambitious projects, designing the system and—in
this case—universe for Bon Iver’s landmark album 22, A Million.
The record’s track titles are nearly illegible strings of alien
computer characters and symbols, with nods to mathematics
and ancient philosophy. The album’s lyrics—an Oulipo-esque
string of loosely associated words that draw on themes of
isolation, faulty empiricism, and spiritual journey—provided
a perfect opportunity for Carlson to flex his aﬃnity for worldbuilding and archaic iconography, and to build out a robust
visual language of his own. For 22, A Million Carlson tirelessly
constructed a seemingly endless web of illustrations,
iconography (including a unique glyph to represent each track),
and typographic systems. Carlson and I spoke over Skype to
discuss his art practice as a means of fluid cultural excavation;
a subconscious blending of the past and present to create
visually rich, and emotionally evocative imagery to form an
awe-inspiring sum of many, many parts.

Drew Litowitz
You move very fluidly through
diﬀerent platforms within your work
and somehow tie them all together. It’s
chaotic, yet controlled. Do you think
that your training as a designer allows
for you to more fluidly jump from
medium to medium with control?
Eric Timothy Carlson
I don’t know. I knew I was an artist since I was
like five, if you can know that then. And design
is this powerful tool, and process, and ideation
mechanism. So I output constantly; drawing
constantly. I’m very fluid in computer image
making — deeply attuned in like Adobe Suite
[laughs] and random making. I just feel fluid in
image making using these tools, and I really
appreciate the power of this system of process.
And I love that kind of mass-generation that
I was given as a tool in early design curriculum.
It’s in tune with how I like to work anyways.
If you want to make a simple thing, you make
a hundred simple things, and then you can
decide which simple thing is the best one.
In regard to platforms, I feel really comfortable with ideation. I feel comfortable thinking
about things that I’ve never done. I feel comfortable asking questions to people who know how
to do them better. And so if it’s like, “Oh, I want
you to think about a 500-foot 360 degree video
thing for like a fashion show” — I got wrapped
into that once, and certainly I’d never done that
before, but I just start where I can think to start.
Just start with sketching and start talking with
people who have a better sense of that technology.

OPENING IMAGE Assorted illustrations from
Bon Iver’s 22, A Million (2016).
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I have been collaborating with this guy,
Aaron Anderson. He was one of the people that
I hooked up with right after school. He’s an
animator and video artist. We have been working
together long enough where — I’m still nowhere
near the animator or video artists that he
is — but we’ve been working together so long that
I know how to create material for it. I know how
to talk about what is possible with him and it’s
a really sound collaboration.
When it comes to, I don’t know, the appropriate scenario to have it look and feel like
design — if it needs to feel like a nice book — yeah,
start with the sound grid. Make perfect perfect.
Make something robust and structured that’s
going to be really flexible and start there. Build it
all into the system. And then maybe it looks kind
of boring. And then you can start making
decisions about how to break it. I love to make
the sound thing. I love to create the sound thing.
I love to have hard rules and then break all the
hard rules.
Yeah. It seems like a lot of your work
is very unhinged and then brought into
a controlled space. And I am just so
curious how you are able to have such
control and fine-tuning ability, while also
generating this type of work that seems
so intuitive. It seems like you went
into a room and drew for like six hours,
and then once you had all that content,
you brought it back into a really nice
book space. Those two frames of mind
are really vastly diﬀerent.

sound — and they can all be drawings — however
you need to, but every single time you add
another piece, instead of reinforcing a single idea,
you create a matrix and something to step into.
Do you see that as performative? Like
with the Bon Iver project, it sort of comes
across as this deliberately faulty logic.
It’s like desperately trying to solve some
problem that can’t be solved. Is role-playing or character study part of what
you’re doing?

Yeah. That’s what I do. I feel like the relationship
of working physically, working in both analog and
physical, I just find so much freedom and power of
thinking inside of that process. I feel like very few
things that I do exist solely on the computer.
I know that there are some, but for the most part
I try and let a little bit of real life into the computer.
And whatever tool you are using changes your
output so much. If I work with a pen, I draw a
certain way. If I work with a pencil, I draw a
diﬀerent way. So, I like to have Letraset on hand.
If I am drawing in my back pocket sketchbook,
I draw a certain way. If I am drawing on a page
that is 11" by 17" or 8.5" by 11", it just changes. Let
alone doing a mural — doing something large
versus doing something small; drawing small for
something large; drawing in a book about an
object; drawing in a book about a non-object;
drawing in terms of writing or drawing in terms
of editorial illustrations — sketches to share.

So you are constantly thinking about
the platforms?
They always change what the output is, and I like
keeping them in mind. And if it is for nothing or
for nobody beyond the output, you can still
employ those parameters in some capacity. Like
in my own drawings I’ll think to myself, “This
drawing addresses the page. This drawing
addresses the idea of a sculpture. This drawing is
entirely stream of consciousness — it’s about the
wrist and the elbow and how your arm draws.”
And I like to let all of those things in there, and
I feel like any time that I become too leaned into
a specific corner, I like to break that; to expand.
I like to think about these kinds of
mass-outputs as universe building. So every time
you establish a thing, you can establish a space,
and then you can establish an emotion, and you
can establish a color, and you can establish a

I mean, I feel like I don’t change myself in order
to work. I embrace the faulty logic, and I find
truth in the faulty logic. The Bon Iver stuﬀ, in
the end, has this very occult spiritualism. They
look like things that have very hard meaning.
Some of them do. Some of them really don’t.
They do, but not so mathematically sound.
Dream logic is real logic.
I think that it was a really interesting
pairing in that what Justin Vernon is
doing with the music seems very much
about trying to make sense of something
that cannot be made sense of, and giving
hard facts or hard symbols to really
nebulous ideas. Is that sort of like the
approach you take with your work? And
what draws you to that way of working?
Yeah. That was a very acknowledged angle in
creating that work, and I worked hard and long
to keep things undefined for as long as possible
in that project. Sometimes you have a sense of
what somebody is asking you to do, and often

Outer gatefold of Bon Iver’s LP album
22, A Million (2016).
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enough it’s not the best thing to do. To find that
best thing requires a certain amount of work.
That’s hard to work with some people towards.
That particular project seemed like an opportunity to elaborate and allow unexpected
results. But at the same time, I was working on
that project because I do engage in that naturally.
And once I started getting a better sense of
typography, that really opened things up for me.
So I’m apparently very interested in it.
Communication assistance — there’s this huge
crazy trail through human cultural history — it’s
all very present in the alphabet alone. Like, how
many simple glyphs or letterforms are embedded
in every facet of our lives? So many of them you
can even trace back through thousands of
years — to the very beginning of the alphabet in
itself and beyond, before alphabets even existed.
But pictographic images intertwined with
religion, intertwined with colors, you know.
It seems like you are mining a sort of
cultural consciousness or cultural data;
just seeing what comes out, then paired
with creating very specific icons. Do you
ever worry about what the icons mean?
Are you nervous about how they might be
interpreted?
I try and avoid anything that I would find too
problematic, but at the same time pushing a few
buttons is interesting. Like a yin yang has a lot of
weight and cultural meaning, and a lot of people
read it very specifically. In truth, it’s a symbol
that is connected to so many cultures — that one
comes to mind just because it’s right in the
middle of the album, and the biggest one. But

Detail spread from 22, A Million liner notes.
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yeah, the scarier ones, I don’t know. I feel like
I do a fairly good job in that most things are
fairly removed from being anything specifically
something — other than the entirely intentional
ones, like a street lined with crucifixes. That’s
a funny conversation where it’s like, “Alright man,
you are going to have crucifixes on your album
cover. Are you down with that?” And it’s like,
“Yeah, I’m down with that. It’s cool.” You can
handle it. I can handle it.
Right. And is it like an investigation into
what these symbols actually mean?
So much of what we do as designers is
ascribing meaning to visual form.
Especially when you are thinking about
the corporate world. Like, Google has
a logo and it means Google. Do you think
about why we need all these symbols?
I think it’s acknowledging the lineage of symbols.
I would celebrate many of these symbols. Our
prescribed read of symbols is temporary and
I guess I’m not entirely afraid of them. People
can use them problematically, or like use them
naively. If you look at demonic symbols or
something and they have crazy grids, and they
look scary — and they kind of are scary, and
entirely compelling — and if you were going to
take that and put that on your stuﬀ, if you are
going to assume that as part of your graphic
identity or to represent your work, you have to
acknowledge that some people continue to put
a lot of stock into that material. So a pentagram
in itself would scare people. An upside down
cross will scare people. And these things are
even scarier because some people entirely and

The glyphs designed as wordless
representations for all ten songs
on the record.
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truly believe in demons and if you’re going to
rock a straight-up demon sigil, you are putting
yourself at odds automatically —
But it’s also so much about putting them
next to each other, right? So much of
the beauty and joy in looking at the work
you do, specifically for Bon Iver, is in
seeing how these things that don’t belong
together create this tension between
each other.
That’s the matrix. That’s the world builing — that
the things exist alongside one another.
What allows you to generate these
symbols and what brings you back —
how do you stop yourself? When is it
ready? How do you even self-edit with
that level of generation?
Obviously it helps to have a sounding board to
be able to share with. Somebody with an opinion
that you trust, that’s always helpful. Or you start
simple. You make a thing and you add something
to it and make it again, make it again, make it
again. I feel like often enough something stands
out in that process.
When you’re making these symbols for
all the tracks on the album, do you just
freely create these icons knowing that
there might not be any real like underlying meaning?
There is a combination because when you have
ten, they are very similar, but at the same time,

a lot of them defy and are at odds with the
nuances of the other ones. But they all signify
a song and the songs, though an abstract field,
have a lot of very intentional meaning. We
had gone through so much of that. So it’s so
many combinations of intent and openness.
Number Ten is I think maybe the most specifically attached to another symbol
where it’s like the 10, it’s an
upside-down ankh but it’s got a
round end, instead of a tear drop
hole. But it also is very straight
up the number ten stacked. A lot of them are
really literal to me. They are ligatures of the
number for the most part. And so in part it’s like
this is one graphic project, but you just do 10
of them. I don’t know. Let me see it. Hold on.
[He retrieves the album cover to
reference]
All right. So let’s see. This is a 22 just straight up
22. It’s straight up 22, but it’s also like the yin
yang. I actually talked to a — let me try and get
this right — a Nigerian Shaman.
I met him in Berlin and he told
me that this symbol meant it was
a blind man, and a lame man,
and the blind man would carry
the lame man on his back, and the lame man
would tell him where to go.
Wow.
That’s what the Shaman told me.

THIS SPREAD
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Ten is an upside down ankh turned into a ten.
715 is the area code of Justin’s hometown.
This is pretty much just like a
straight up ligature. There is no
hard symbolic connection, other
than to me, I was reading it like
a map, like an area of roads and
cul-de-sacs.
33 is the song “GOD,”
and so it had to be this kind of
religious cross thing. But the
joke, the thing that when we
finally decided it, I was like this
one was like two butts touching
each other and it’s also a cross,
and like kinda sexual or something. And so I was like, “That’s two butts.
That’s what that is.”
And 29, again, straight up ligature. That
song, the setting is inside of a motel room and it
is the psychedelic trip-out experience inside of a
dream, inside of a motel somewhere in Australia.
So it was really just made to look like a door, like
the letters on a door. It is straight up a 29, and
I can just imagine it made of brass on a door.
666 is purely 666. It is black letter, very
appropriate for that number.
Right. Looks like a Mitsubishi logo, too.
Yeah, I mean any kind of tri-form. It’s a trinity.
Again, it’s like automatically a religious connotation, but it was important to
build oﬀ of that, but also to
abstract it in part, so as purely
as it is 666, actually, it also
doesn’t automatically read that

way. So just finding that balance between like it
being straight up the thing but also just turning
into a new thing. The black letter is really nice,
the way it locks up in the center and makes this
hard geometric shape in the middle.
21 again, also a straight up ligature of a 2
and a 1. But the song is called “Moon Water,” and
the whole time we were talking about the song,
I kind of had this idea of like Vonnegut’s “The
Sirens of Titan.” It’s like a Moon. It’s this dream
vision, alien prophecy, time travel thing, and it’s
like these three women in these
pools singing, and it’s a recurring dream, it’s just like a vague
memory of that. But that was
always my vision of thinking
about “Moon Water,” which is
the text title of the song “21.” So the symbol for
Saturn is more or less that without some of the
serif kind of pieces.
So this and the ankh are maybe the only two
legit symbols. The ankh is like an Egyptian thing.
But this is like an astronomy mark of some kind,
altered to be 21. And with “Moon Water,” one of
Saturn’s many moons is called Europa, which is
one of the few planetary bodies in our solar
system that’s believed to be made of straight up
H2O, made up of ice, like frozen water. It’s made
of water. So the moon is straight up made of
water. And I was doing the sketches of this form,
and it wasn’t ringing. I was like, “I know this is
the thing. I recognize this form, and I know this
hits 21, and it feels right, but I need to know
what it is.” The question you asked before — are
you ever afraid of the connotations? As soon as
I looked into it I realized it was Saturn. That’s
what that was. I got more into it and realized

Details of various glyphs.
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the connection to Europa. Europa is made of
water. And I was like, “Wow, holy shit, it’s perfect.
That’s what it is.”
So that’s the symbol for Europa, the
moon?
That’s the symbol for Saturn. But one of Saturn’s
moons is made of water and that was enough of
a connection for me.
And these symbols are centuries old?
Yeah. Centuries old.
This was great, “8 (circle)” — one thing that
I found later is that Galileo’s first notes about
Saturn actually — because there was no name
for the planet — it was like a paragraph, handwritten calligraphy paragraph, and when he was
to denote the planet itself, he
drew an outline that was kind of
like a circle with two little circles
because it was the ring around
it, and all you could just see was
the shape — this weird shape.
It was round and had this thing,
and so it actually looked like that.
45, that song is the one
about being, “caught in fire.”
Again, I feel like that and 715 are really similar
in that they are just like pretty true ligatures.
It just felt like a real symbol. That one
I just kind of let it be. It’s a pretty sinister one
and it feels pretty fascist. It looks magical, too.
The last one is a million and I like this one.
Again, it comes from a diﬀerent symbol, but it is
obviously like a division sign. What really won

“It’s just calling
attention to the thing
that people try to
avoid and being
intentional. Having
intention — I f ind
a lot of importance
in that.”

me over was trying to figure
out: how do I make a symbol
for a million? This was kind of
a fresh symbol for it. Writing it
out, you have two apostrophes,
two commas, two dots, like in your six “0’s,” you
have two commas. You just take the two commas
and you turn the one sideways and all the zeros
are still there, but they are all zeroes so they just
aren’t there. I really liked that logic and thought
that was a great million symbol.
And it matters to you that they kind of
feel legitimate or like that they belong to
something, right? That they feel viable?
I’m sort of interested in making a visual
representation of something that cannot
be represented as a futile attempt. You’re
kind of performing that. I find that the
world wants a logo for everything. Why is
it important to you that those marks feel
viable or feel real in some sense? What
about that is so pressing for you or what’s
your desire to make them appear so
viable that they actually have a visual
strength there or a rigidity?
Part of it is just that making them beautiful in
themselves is important if I’m going to make
them. Some of them have fewer direct or like
external connotations, but inherently are a true
symbol for the song itself, which is filled with a
multitude of other true connotations. So it needs
to be real to serve its function as the thing.
Initially, the conversation about making the
kind of number, ligature symbols for each song
was that the symbols themselves are the titles of

Screenshot of Skype conversation with Eric
Timothy Carlson, pointing out each glyph,
one at a time on the back of the LP.
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the song. The typed out title that you get on
iTunes, those jumbled characters, those are the
titles digitally, but the title of the song, I feel like
spiritually, is the symbol. Not the words — you
couldn’t put the symbol on the computer. You
can’t type the symbol. I like that — like the true
name. It’s like the true name of the spell, or
a demon or whatever.
It’s like in this anime I was watching. It’s
only that sigil. You can’t 100% say it, you can’t
pronounce it, no human can say it, but you can
make a symbol. That image is the true symbolic
representation of itself. It’s not a speakable thing.
I feel like there are plenty of instances in history
when we began to acknowledge a concept or
began to acknowledge some is-ness that hasn’t
yet been able to be addressed — every time we
are charged with that situation — how do we say,
write, speak, think, discuss this thing that hasn’t
yet been discussed? So Galileo taking note of
Saturn for the first time, there was no word for
Saturn. So he just made an outline of it in the
midst of the text, and so the shape of a symbol is
the word at the moment.
There’s a Radiolab about questioning when
the color blue was invented. And of course, sure,
blue has existed, whether our eyes were capable of
seeing it or not. But it wasn’t verbally distinguishable from red. So in Homer’s The Odyssey they say
that the sea and the sky were crimson, and it’s easy
to read that as a poetic license, but nowhere in the
entirety of the book did they mention the color
blue. Everything that’s blue is referred to as like
these reds and burgundy and stuﬀ. So did they just
not have a word for it, or could their eyes physically
not recognize that color yet?
Semiotics is one of those things that when it

was presented to me, I was like, “I fucking get
this. I have been thinking about this for 15 years.”
Through conversations as teenagers sitting
around, chain-smoking and drinking coﬀee
trying to figure out what some of these things
mean. This was the first time I realized that
somebody had written it all down and just laid
out certain things that I had been pursuing
personally and socially for a while. I began to
understand that these ideas were seeded in me.
The reason why I was able to even think about
that stuﬀ is because 50 years ago a book came
out talking about that stuﬀ, and that stuﬀ seeds
itself into culture, TV, movies, sci-fi, and cartoons — into all these things that build oﬀ and
coincide with those ideas, and they make their
way back into some young mind.
Like cultural reverberation...I think a lot
about that.
I probably wouldn’t have connected that stuﬀ if
somebody hadn’t come up with it and aﬀected
culture at large, but I had a lot of those notions
that I didn’t have words for.
Is it at all a critique? Do you try to
critique our need for logos?
I think there is a funny design thing where
everyone thinks they need a logo. And that’s
certainly critique-able, because that kind of
textbook branding, logo, standard setup within
the last 50 years or 100 years is a construct.
It is not necessary.

Hiding the errors.

I don’t have a personal logo. I have no
interest in that. I’m not a fan of portfolio sites.
I’m not a fan of self-branding. Very intentional,
online personal brand stuﬀ feels super weak. I’m
much more interested in the texture of reality.
That could be a hard sell if you are trying to get
paid by somebody.

If you are going to make me put that logo on
there, and ruin all the artwork with the logo,
we’ve got to rock the logo so hard. I just acknowledge it. The thing that I find so shitty about it is
that they have to be on there. So everyone just
resigns to being like, okay, we have to put it on
there, but we will find an inconsequential place
to incorporate it. Some people are good at it. Most
people fail. And I always address it. And also
every time I do it, it causes some problem. Like
I wanted this barcode to wrap around the spine.
The printer was like, “Umm, your barcode is
going around the spine...” I was like, “Yeah. Put it
there.” Just going for it.

It’s interesting because logos and icons
are meant to simplify and represent
something complicated in a simple way,
right? When you do it for everything, like
on 22, A Million, for example — every
single thing on that album has a symbol
associated with it. So when it’s a sea of
simplifications, it’s like a complex web of
them, which then defeats the purpose of
even doing one in the first place, which is
the clever twist.

Is it about disrupting the order?

Totally, totally. And as much as everything has
a symbol, I would say the closest thing to a logo
is the square yin yang in the center. For the most
part, that’s largely avoided.
And then the whole lexicon becomes this
sort of interchangeable thing. I loved
how the system of posters for the show
was done; where you just slap one of them
on there, call it a day.
Just change the tone and give yourself a
bigger look.

Exactly. I always loved how on rap stuﬀ they
really rep the logo and the label really hard on
the actual disc itself. It’s like people straight up
make album covers out of the logo for the record
label. No limits. That’s awesome. So on the CD
the Jagjaguwar logo is like full top to bottom at
the back of the CD. I was trying to make the
logo as big as possible.
What makes you like that so much?

I also love seeing the Jagjaguwar [Bon
Iver’s record label] logo in that sea of icons
on the record itself.

Because it’s a bad decision. It’s a thing everyone
tries to not do.

Example screen-printed poster, available
along the tour. Each poster utilized one or
two of Carlson’s drawings to create a unique
image for every show.
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It’s just calling attention to the thing that people
try to avoid and being intentional. Having
intention — I find a lot of importance in that.
I think that goes a long way. Things don’t have to
read as the coolest thing or the smartest, cleverest thing, but if you can demonstrate that you
paid attention to it, it goes a really long way
because a lot of things that fall into a very
common design or a very common aesthetic,
they fall into that subject to people’s predisposed
ideas of a solution. Versus doing all the work.
That’s the diﬀerence between making something
and figuring something out versus making
something look the way you think it’s supposed
to look. And you use solutions that you didn’t do
the work to arrive at and that’s the simulacra,
that’s the degradation and like version degeneration of a solution; using a solution without

knowing why. I have a problem with that unless
that’s the point, where that’s how you break the
rule again. You can make the dumb thing. You
can do the bad solution if it makes the sense to
use that logic. Every decision is a decision.
I read that you were interested in
reinterpreting the mundane or like
bringing some surreal aspect to our
everyday occurrences. I love the term
“domestic psychedelia.” I’m really
interested in that as well. Can you
elaborate on some of those ideas?
This always comes to mind. In undergrad I took
a 2D class — composition and color theory — stuﬀ
like that. In the first few sessions of doing like
Albers’ color studies, like after-image, color
wheels, etc. You spend like four hours intently
looking at the minutiae of color. And I remember
leaving class one day after doing that and stepping outside and seeing it so vividly, it was very
tricky. The trees are purple. The sky is pink. The
grass is blue. They are. When you look closely,
that’s what they are. Perception in itself is this
really twisted thing. You look at your skin and it’s
like covered in color. There is this purple sheen,
the small rainbows, stuﬀ like oil, your fingernails,
all these spectrums of color and nuances.
We simplify things to save ourselves from the
exhaustion of awareness.
In your art are you trying to reveal some
of those things that we don’t necessarily
draw ourselves to naturally, because they
become peripheral?

I’m into that for sure. Yeah. There are a lot of
systems that we subscribe to that just make
things easy; social constructs.
I was reading the Robert Irwin book,
Seeing Is Forgetting the Name of the
Thing One Sees. Have you read it?
Yeah, most of it.
It’s really amazing. He talks about how
there are these hierarchies in terms
of perception that don’t allow us to see
everything, but it’s all there, and he’s
trying to get you to notice by just
removing the extra stuﬀ.
His work is so powerful in that way. With
color and after-image and form. Concave and
convex. Space or absence of. There was one piece
that will never exist again. It was an installation
at the old space of the Whitney, and it was a
site-specific installation. As you walk in, there
is a lot of vibration, a sort of parallax where
distant things feel pretty much right in front of
your face. One gesture collapses your depth
perception in the space automatically. All of a
sudden you start feeling like you are in an aquarium. As you approach, you can’t tell how close
you are, so you have to like put your hand out so
you don’t like run into it, kind of. You’re like six,
seven feet away and you are like, “I don’t know,
I don’t want to hit this thing.” and then you are like,
“Okay, there it is, and then you duck under it.”

so much about placing things between
you and the experience. Like what’s the
logo? What’s the symbol? What’s the
book? What’s the poster? What about
just the experience? So a lot of what I am
interested in — and why I want to talk
to you — is in how you can maybe exaggerate the mediation or exaggerate the
symbols to the point where you essentially are seeing them for the first time.
Almost the opposite of what Irwin does.
He is trying to remove all these symbols.
You are trying to create new ones; slight
variations on ones that already exist. Is
it also a perceptual thing in terms of the
symbols for you? Like, “Have I seen this
symbol before? Is this a new thing?”

As a designer, I read that book because
I’m so interested in how graphic design is

Certainly. Yeah. Somehow I feel like my practice
engages that pretty inherently, with things

Inside gatefold from 22, A Million.
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recurring naturally — and I like some of these
things a lot where they fall into the space of, “Is
this new or is this 100 years old?” And I think
that’s great. If you can defy being in a specific
moment, I think that’s really cool.
I think a lot of musical terms, like
cultural resonance, reverberation, distortion, is that kind of resonating with you
at all? How these forms feed back into
themselves and eventually, they lose their
meaning. You don’t know where it
started, because it’s had so many diﬀerent iterations and distortions?
I like that. I feel like collage and absorbing are
really kind of natural ways for me to approach it.
For the most part, I try not to assume that which
exists so readily. I’ve certainly made some logo
riﬀs. It’s like Coke saying, “Crap,” when I was 18.

“We simplify things
to save ourselves from the
exhaustion of awareness.”

Well, yeah. That’s another thing. There is
such a fine line between this sort of like
meme-ification, ironic shit and then like
what you’re doing is very earnest and
raw — there is a lot of emotion in it.
Do you think about that line ever?
Oh, totally, totally. And there are certainly
people that do the meme stuﬀ that I really
respect, and they do a great job. Some people do
it and do it well. And a lot of people do it that are
entirely mediocre. It’s fine, it’s clever, and it’s
quick, and it’s disposable. And I can find enjoyment in that. I’ve even been tricked into liking
things for a moment because it’s like the Nike
logo or something, and you think the Nike logo
looks pretty cool over there, but also, I don’t ever
want to put a Nike logo on anything ever again.
I have. It’s such a cynical angle. I just don’t really
care about it.
You don’t care about corporate marks
as much?
I don’t know — just recently I used the game-rating symbol. Like, “Mature,” I turned it or whatever. I will do it sometimes. Other than that
I don’t know.
I’m just so curious about that line. Where
do you draw the line? For instance, you
used something that looks like the
Grateful Dead lightning bolt. I love when
it gets so muddy, where it’s this hippie
band, but it’s like really one of the greatest logos or brands ever. That’s one of the
greatest brands ever created. Period.

Stills from the lyric video for “715 - CR∑∑KS.”
Lyrics are written in a Text Edit-like applicaiton in real time, emphasizing a distance
between the digital and physical, and the
peculiarity of the the song’s language.
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Well, I allow that in. I allow the Grateful Dead in.
I like the Dead memes. Steal Your Face. So much
about using that logo is about changing it. And
their whole ethos, a big part of the ethos of the
Dead — and I hated their music until I was 25 or
something like that — but like I found their
graphics, their images so compelling as a kid.
I thought it looked like something I’m supposed
to like, and then I would hear it and wonder,
“Why does it sound like old people music?” when
it looks fun and freaky to me.

Right, yeah. I felt the exact same thing.
It took me a while to feel that. But their whole
culture of audience-generation of their tapes,
all the bootlegs, all like the fan art, collective
fan art — their whole community contributed to
the aesthetic, and look, and everything. Their
embrace of a public visual discourse about their
own identity ties into that in such a cool way.
When I was a teenager, my scene — logos,
brand names — we were just so inherently
against it. And part of that is an angst, but it
really tripped me up that 10-15 years later, now
it’s cool. When the first Nike ad was in Thrasher
magazine, it was an outcry. Like, “What is this
TransWorld? Corporate skateboarding?” 10 years
later no one gives a shit. There’s bigger things
to care about, but at the same time, why is that
fine now? Why is it cool now? “Be the brand.”

LEFT Carlson’s adaptation of the Grateful
Dead lightning bolt. RIGHT The Grateful Dead
“Steal Your Face” logo.
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Is it submitting to it as a kind of act?
Like norm-core.
Oh, we lost. We really lost it.
I find that line so interesting. I’ve been
criticized in my own work to an extent
that I’m trying to turn branding on its head, but also very
much so brand something in
the process. And the work that
you did with Bon Iver is, in
an oversimplified term, a very
elaborate branding project. Would
you disagree?
It is in entire communion with branding. If
anyone comes at me, like, “I need a logo. I need
a branding project.” I’m very hesitant to do that.
I just I am so much more interested in being so
much looser. But at the same time I love a system
and I love making a way to generate a lot of
things and if you can establish some hard rules
that are really flexible, it’s great.
Does knowing that there is going to be
an album cover, that there’s going to be
this or that — the deliverables, if you are
thinking in brand terms — was that
helpful in terms of your generation and
in terms of how you could sort of turn
them on their head or do something very
diﬀerent with it?
Again, on that project specifically, at a certain
point in the process we realized that it felt like

a tome. This is what we are talking about before
we had even started. I kept seeing this gilt-edged
book; a religious text. It’s sociological text. We
just kind of understood that we needed a lot of
content, and so from I just started generating it.
I’m very comfortable with that.
And all of this stuﬀ the Bon Iver type in
Optima and the yin yang logo on the center — that stuﬀ was like the last step. I was able
to decide on those things after having worked
on everything else and that just fit it. But like
Bon Iver in Optima is hardly a logo. I did some
letter-spacing and it’s nice, but...I did another
project recently where it’s like the final output is
just like a Helvetica number. But I didn’t want
to just use Helvetica straight up. It’s like a
photograph of a screenshot of a number. Then
I redrew the number. But it’s diﬀerent.
I like using Helvetica, but
if it’s going to be somebody’s
oﬃcial symbol, I’m going to
redraw it, like redraw from
memory, and trace it, and like
combine those things, see
what’s in the middle. It will
read as the same thing, but any nerd trying to
like figure it out, like, “Which weight or house of
Helvetica is this!?” Well, it’s actually not
really Helvetica.
That’s where I think like the reverberation or distortion comes through in your
work so much. You seem to send something through as many channels as
possible so that it’s hard to recognize it.
Does that seem accurate?

I like to remove it from the immediately accessible sometimes. Sometimes it’s great to be so
straight up. I was talking about it with Aaron
[Anderson] the other day. Aaron is making all
these great images and flyers for his band using
purely like Instagram stories — these cool type
layouts and compositions, with that as his
graphic tool. I was like, “Your design studio fits
in your pocket.” And we make all of our music
videos and stuﬀ inside the studio only shooting
content oﬀ of our computer screens. And so you
can do something that feels that robust, but it’s
essentially desktop publishing.
I think that comes back to the domestic
psychedelia stuﬀ too.
Totally, yeah. There is just such a richness and
atmosphere.

I’ve thought a lot about why designers
don’t design skins for Spotify for albums,
so that when you are listening to an
album, actually, the application changes
to fit the album. And I think like those
platform questions are at the core of
some of your work in a really interesting
way. It’s not always about the nerdy tech
side of it, but it’s actually about pushing
the opposite way, maybe to reveal
the glitch.

It’s like residue.
The screen is really flat place and the tools that
are accessible in say Illustrator, Photoshop alone,
like everybody has those tools. Everybody. You
can do a lot of diﬀerent things with them. But if
you are just using that, I don’t know, you’re just
building inside of a proprietary language. I like
the space between your face and the screen.
There is that diﬀerence between screen and
print that is very true. There is this weird dialogue happening now where more and more stuﬀ
is being made for your phone. Even album covers,
I’ve done a variety of projects in the last couple
of months where we are not even talking about
printing album covers anymore. They’re like,
“I want this to look good on Spotify.”

It’s like finding the problems about whatever
we’re using — that’s where the best stuﬀ is. You
can make something beautiful, and try and talk
up all the great things about it, but of course
there’s going to be issues in it. I find the interest
there, typically. There is a word for an image
that’s supposed to reference a
real object — but it’s like the
Apple “Notes” application —
Oh, skeuomorphic.
Yeah. That seems right. The yellow line paper
and the leather binding at the top of the notes.
And you’re just like, “What the fuck is that? Why,
when I enter into this one application, do you

The skeuomorphic design
for Apple’s notes app in iOS6.

Bon Iver logo riffs.
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That kind of sucks, but all right. Or like
making music videos not for a TV screen, not
for a computer screen, but like making music
videos that look good on your phone or inside of
the YouTube player. That changes it. Again, you
do a diﬀerent drawing with a pen than you do
with a pencil. You make a diﬀerent video for TV
versus cellphone screens.
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want to pretend to be in a book?” It’s so quaint,
and I just hate it, but it’s just so wonderful at the
same time because of how bad it is. And I feel
like there is a danger of irony, and irony is a
complicated thing where it can be so destructive,
so vapid, or flaccid but it’s also such a powerful
tool that’s so ingrained in our culture. I of course
engage in irony, but I also have a sincere interest
in the problem.
When you say the problem, what do you
mean?
I just think of Craigslist. It’s really ugly, but it’s
also like the best website, and it’s kind of beautiful. It’s actually really not a problem at all.
Is it about taste to a degree? I feel like
taste is something I think about a lot in
terms of like is this low-culture? Is this
high culture? How do I make the low
high? How do I invert that hierarchical
structure so that something as pedestrian
as the Google Chrome logo, maybe 100
years from now, is like this beautiful totem.
Yeah. What is that like the Simon Board? That’s
what it looks like, like the Simon board game.
That’s what I also I loved about the lyric
videos for Bon Iver. It felt a little ironic,
but it also felt very earnest. And some of
the type choices, like even
Optima, I wondered about
that choice for you if that was
ironic because it has a very
corporate aﬃliation —

Was the decision to do lyric videos
always part of it? Because having the
lyrics in there typographically creates
a really interesting tension, too. Like
the way that you use subtitles recalling
certain tropes, like foreign film subtitles
or even karaoke, kind of?

That was purely that I had tried a bunch of stuﬀ,
and that looked right.
And what felt right about it?
It just looked fucking good. When I used it, it
just sat perfectly. Optima, you know, when I
first started using it I honestly didn’t know much
about it. It’s a system font, like with Apple or
whatever. But beyond that I’ve never used it.
I mean it looked familiar, but like when I looked
it up and saw famous uses of it were like the John
McCain presidential campaign, that was like,
“Yeah, that’s it. That’s it. We got it.”
And the Vietnam War Memorial
famously, as well.
Oh, yeah, yeah, yeah. That’s probably why
McCain used it.
Working with Bon Iver — he embodies a lot
of diﬀerent things and he’s problematic to a lot
of people and he symbolizes a quintessential
hipsterdom — which is also the dig that anyone
gives to anyone. It’s also everybody that I know,
and everybody you are going to school with,
and everybody who is probably teaching at your
school. We are all guilty of being hipsters.
Yeah. Well, I think the thing with Justin
Vernon — I don’t know him — but there
seems to be this irreverence for taste. It’s
like nothing is out of bounds, and that’s
where your work I think is similar, too.
You’re not going to say what is worthy, or
what isn’t. It all is. It’s the juxtaposition
that brings them to a diﬀerent place.

Like yeah, Bruce Hornsby played at his festival
last year. And he’s like, “Bruce Hornsby, he’s
incredible.” Like, “Is he?” But it really opens up
the possibilities of allowing all these things in.
Being too cool is more problematic than allowing
in a common vernacular.
But I have been thinking of the lyric videos,
the irony there. Those were just a really great
vehicle to use the process that wasn’t able to exist
inside of the tome. So like if all of this built-out
visual glyph language for that album is housed
inside of the LP, the primary designs, but then
there is just like gigs of all these other material
and process of the computer-based ideation.
There is all this other material that is really
exciting and there’s all these other collages.

The Simon board game shape
resembles the Google Chrome logo.

Poster from 22, A Million tour. The words
Bon Iver are set Optima, designed by
Herman Zapf (1958), a typeface usually
affiliated with politics or corporate america.
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Yeah. I still loathe that format in a way.
I would love to make videos. From the start,
I was pushing for a video album also. And they
were like, “We’ll see, we’ll see.” A year and a half
later, they’re thinking about doing a video for
every song. I was like, “Finally! Come on, we
don’t have a lot of time, anymore.” And they were
like, “Yeah, we want to do lyric videos.” I was sort
oﬀended. Like, “Are you serious, you want to
do lyric videos?” They sent me some examples
of existing lyric videos and it’s like a Justin
Bieber track, like a straight up like student-style
After Eﬀects project. Like, this is the worst shit
on the Internet. Really bad! Why do you want to
make a karaoke video? Of course people care
about the lyrics in a way that doesn’t entirely
register with me, but it’s just like following a
rubric or something. These unoﬃcial lyric videos
are getting millions of hits, so somebody for their
Motion 101 class does a Rihanna lyric video or
Bieber lyric video and they get 3 million hits on
their student work because people want to watch
lyric videos. The record companies respond like,
“This kid like paid to make this thing. He got 3
million hits. We could pay someone $500 bucks
and now get 5 million hits.”
I am very proud of how all of that stuﬀ
turned out, but the implication of why they ask
and the undermining of potential other video

work I find problematic, and it’s also just a way
for people to ask for something cheaper. In the
’90s, music videos cost like 20, 30, 50, $100,000
to make. You got a film crew. You got dancers.
You got lights. You got stage set ups. Rentals.
Catering. Whatever! Everyone was making real
videos and real bands would have to save up
their pennies. Prince was making $8 million
music videos. And now they’re like, “We need
something that’s going to get 5 million hits on
YouTube. We have two weeks to make it and we
have a budget of $3,000. So we wanted you to
make a lyric video.” And I don’t know. It’s just
kind of lazy.
Your contempt for the format — I think that
improved them. They are really beautiful.
Certainly. I was like, “I want to make these good.
We are going to make them really bad…and
really good.”
Is this irreverence for taste something
that’s conscious for you in most of what
you do? Are you thinking about like the
cultural implications of these decisions?
It certainly is part of the equation. I don’t think
about it exactly like that. It could be said like
that, I guess. But it’s more like seeing the problems and exposing what you appreciate about
those problems. Like any city covered in Graﬃti.
It’s a problematic patina of the urban environment, but at the same time it’s so compelling.
There is a lot to not like about it, but there is so
much to be found in it.

It feels like finding beauty in like the
worst things and exaggerating them to
make them beautiful.
Sure. Yeah. Yeah. Or like my favorite poster I see
around New York — at least a few years ago and
a lot of people have like copied it — but it’s the old
school “Man with a Van poster,” which is like
8.5"by 11", bold sans serif. “Man with Van.” Stick
figure. Phone number. That’s it. It was everywhere. That poster is good. And it’s the worst,
but it’s also the best.
Right. Just by being very eﬃcient, economical and not trying to be something else.
Super amateur. Normal format. Just better than
so many other things. He has a van and he’ll help
you move. Just a guy.
You consider yourself a fine artist. The
art world is inherently fraught with
cultural pretense — it’s all about taste
and what’s cool. As somebody who is so
interested in what isn’t really cool, how
does that then find a place?
I guess, it depends what angle or what like
corner of that art world you are looking at.
Design is just as guilty if not more for trying to
be cool — a certain corner of it. The flashy
corner — the corner that you most see or regard
as design. Of course, there is like the big portion
of design work — the best design is the design we
don’t see. I feel like I make some pretty uncool
art sometimes, and some of my favorite stuﬀ is
really uncool. I don’t know really. Coolness
kind of sucks.
Stills from various lyric videos. Videos make
use of kaleidoscopes on computer screens,
karaoke typography, setting a photo of
Justin Vernon on fire and letting it burn in
slow motion, and Carlson’s many drawings
and lyric layouts, among other techniques.
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“It’s more like seeing the
problems and exposing
what you appreciate about
those problems...There is
a lot to not like about it,
but there is so much to be
found in it.”

Yeah. I think that’s what excites me about
your work a lot, and with Bon Iver, to an
extent, is it’s able to be itself. It knows
the constraints and it knows the context
and you sort of push against it, or just
ignore it to an extreme. Like ignore
it so much so that like that ignorance is
actually the statement to a degree. I don’t
know. Does that sound accurate?
Aesthetically, Bon Iver is historically sentimental.
It’s atmospheric, environmental photography,
hand-written lyrics, hand-written logo. That’s
pretty much it. It’s snow. It’s like melting ice. And
it’s like a dude in blue jeans with unkempt hair
that doesn’t photograph well. And yeah, we
entirely acknowledged from the start, “Yep, need
to rebrand” kind of thing. While at the same
time, not changing. It’s still the same — the
music. People freak out about the album being
so diﬀerent, but it kind of sounds like the same
thing to me. And we certainly retained sentimentality and nostalgia. But instead of thinking
of the days of somewhere within the last 100
years, it’s like somewhere in the last 2500 years.
Ancient nostalgia.

The Bon Iver live show on the tour for 22,
A Million made great use of Carlson’s work
throughout the performance.

TOP Some of Eric Timothy Carlson’s
sketches for the project. ABOVE Green Bay
Packers jersey representing the album.
As a Wisconsinite, Bon Iver’s Justin Vernon
weaves his geography into his work.
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INTERVIEW WITH ERIC TIMOTHY CARLSON

UP NEXT: PROJECTS

Newly Formed
DIGITAL AND PRINTED
FORMAL EXPERIMENTS

Newly Formed was a course taught by Kathleen and Chris Sleboda
of Draw-Down Books. Each week several open assignments were
given to prompt expressive, formal experimentation. In line with
many of my already established formal pursuits, the course
granted me an opportunity to explore new ways of drawing from
culture and media within my work. The opportunity to create,
risk-free, often yielded unexpected results. I view many of these
pieces as editorial illustrations or visual arguments.
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“Giant” poster, 5' x 8'. The poster is a graphic
Trompe-l'œil of sorts, with scanned CDs and
letter-sized and tabloid sheets positioned at
scale, scanned CDs enlarged, and actual CDs
and sheets of paper affixed to the poster. The
poster is a deconstruction of formal process
and materiality.

“Must See TV: The Typeface”
Letters assembled from feather
fragments of the NBC Peacock.
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“Must See TV: The Typeface”
The entire alphabet and a sample type
specimen poster. I blur the line between what
could be used by NBC itself to promote a block
of TV and an irreverent deconstruction of the
logo to create subversive messaging.
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Politics and quotes from Donald Trump found
their way into the work as a way to process my
own feelings towards the political climate.
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Political views on media consumption become
a running thread in these formal experiments.
Here is a “propaganda poster” about the fallacy
of the remote control giving the television
viewer any sense of control. I see Donald
Trump’s manipulation of televised media as
a form of “remote control.”
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NEXT SPREAD

Meditation on the term “contrast.”

Twist Type
Twist Type

Drew Litowitz

Drew Litowitz

Newly formed

Newly formed

“Twist Type” Letters crafted from scanning
twist-ties in different configurations.
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Poster playing off of musical genres in opposition to political corruption.
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A portrait of Donal Trump, culled from his varied and disparate representations within media
and through pop culture. I’ve noticed that many
of these representations are the direct result of
NBC: Saturday Night Live, The Apprentice, and
Jimmy Fallon’s infamous pre-election humanizing interview with Trump. Also included: a still
from Home Alone 2: Lost in New York.
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Exploring “Perspective.”
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Car logo ornaments as formal composition.
I have always loved the confusing similarities between the logos of Acura, Honda, and
Hyundai. The way that car companies position
their logos on the hoods and trunks of their
cars has always fascinated me.
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Warped Honda ornament. Can the hopelessly
mundane become psychedelic?
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the

DIFFE
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apollo

THIS SPREAD AND FOLLOWING Various formal
experiments. I play with conflating cultural
references, signifiers, and points of view.
Combining incongruous aesthetics and ideas
creates a certain amount of intrigue and
tension that I find compelling.
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TOP LEFT The conflation of San Francisco hippie
culture and contemporary San Francisco
startup culture represents a drastic shift in
American ideals and the appropriation of
counter-culture by mainstream culture.
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TOP LEFT

The twitter logo as ornamentation.
“The Blame Game” illustration.

NEXT PAGE
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Collaged scans of speaker cables mixed with
printed typography. A study on using a single,
physical line (in this case electric wiring) as
compositional material.
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“Distortions” of marks: The BMW Logo, Man
and Woman icons, Skull and Bones, and the
Radiohead Bear logo.
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Meditation on “perspective.” Trying to create
a physical object through crude gradients
and simple Illustrator techniques can be a fun
challenge.
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Mediated “portrait” of a television viewer.
Mixing superficial, counter-culture typography
with new-media imagery, I comment on the
relegation of hippie culture to the suburban
“stoner” or “slacker” in American society.
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I staged an elaborate backdrop of
CDs and photographed them as an
oversaturated stage.
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I use event posters as a way to bring some of these ideas into
practical, utility-based spaces. With these posters, I look to the
most obvious and simplistic way to represent an event or concept,
and then exaggerate and distort that representation or symbol
beyond expectations. Here, two posters, one for Ad2Cart, a theatrical event about consumerism, and a poster for a design talk by
Portland designer Aaron Draplin, showcase this approach.
Created by Martim Galvão, Ad2Cart is a music and multimedia theatrical work exploring psychedelic visions of digital
consumerism. In it, a recommendation algorithm transcends
the sidebar to make contact with a user. Through a series of microtargeted ads, the algorithm reveals the path to self-realization.
The user embarks on their journey only to discover that fulfillment
is more elusive than expected.
To do this concept justice, I designed a poster using mostly
buttons and icons inspired by Amazon and Mac OS. Creating each
element manually (aside from the cursors), I inhabit the headspace
of a UX designer gone haywire. By collaging and amplifying these
elements, I create clean, sterile, architected disorder and chaos,
transforming mundane interface items into psychedelic characters.
For Aaron Draplin’s design talk, I wanted to pay homage to
his distinctive, thick-lined formal style, without imitating it.
I decided to take his logo’s shape (usually in the form of a sticker
or a patch) and overzealously paste it all around the information
about the talk. This created a hyper-kinetic, excited version of
the mark, which plays within its own constraints to say something
new and diﬀerent, without saying anything specific at all. The
mark itself is, simply, so excited about Aaron Draplin that it
cannot contain itself.
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Detail of Poster for Ad2Cart.
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Event Posters

http://Directed by Kate Bergstrom. Featuring Todd Anderson and Alex Dupuis
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Order. Track.

TRACK
Ad2Cart
Friday, Feb. 17 – 8pm
Grant Recital Hall,
Brown Univeristy
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Grant Recital Hall,
Brown Univeristy
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A music and multimedia theatrical event

by Martim Galvão

Directed by Kate Bergstrom. Featuring Todd Anderson and Alex Dupuis

Ad2Cart is a music and multimedia theatrical work exploring psychedelic visions
of digital consumerism. By collaging and
amplifying interface elements, I create
clean, architected disorder and chaos,
transforming mundane interface items
into psychedelic characters.
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Aaron Draplin’s logo transforms into
excitement through overzealous repetition
and exaggeration; the obvious and deadpan
amplified for effect.
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Instrumentals
DAILY DIGITAL
COMPOSITIONS

PRINTED POSTER
BOOKLET

Instrumentals was a semester-length experiment in concentrated form-making. For eight weeks, I committed to letting
function follow form. Titled Instrumentals in reference to instrumental music and the wordless song, the aim was to focus on
expressive form as content; the music without the lyrics. Under
the guidance of Keetra Dean Dixon, I created daily compositions
based on little but my imagination and a loose prompt. Some
were quick, others laborious.
Before beginning the project, Keetra and I established formal
goals and styles of interest for me to work towards. As for composition and content, these were a combination of arbitrary (photo,
news, type) and more interest-based decisions (song lyrics, liner
notes, logos). These were flowed into a matrix of aesthetic styles,
content possibilities, and compositional inspiration, which allowed
for chance operation to dictate how I might begin each composition. Based on the parameters and my impulses, I regularly looked
to brand and logo culture, media formats, and general deconstruction as tools for formal play. As the project progressed, themes
began to emerge, both conceptually and formally. Through a
combination of chance and foresight, I drew from an interest in
culture, music, records, film, and consumerism to create strange
mash-ups of images and forms, some of which are loosely recognizable as familiar iconography or imagery, but diﬃcult to place.
This project revitalized my love for intuitive form-making as
a ritualistic practice. My hope is that these experiments will stand
as personal reminders to take risks, try new things, and push
forward with excitement, even if I have no idea what lies ahead.
As in music, when you don’t know what to say, sometimes you just
need to start playing.
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Detail of the printed poster book that
concluded and encapsulated the project.
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The broadside booklet has an outer page
which functions as a cover, an addendum,
and an introduction and explanation of the
project.

ABOVE The broadside’s front page lists the
aesthetics that I coined as guideposts for
the project. These are the styles I wanted to
test out and grow more comfortable with.
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PROJECT INSTRUMENTALS

Flipping through the
poster book.

NEXT SPREAD

ABOVE Each page of the broadside is
designed to be large enough to hang as
a poster. These posters vary in scale.
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ABOVE “Domestic Psychedelia” poster
based off a quote from Eric Timothy
Carlson. This poster plays with false/futile
logic reminiscent of conspiracy theorist
graphics.
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ABOVE An imagined concert poster. This poster
culls from the visual language of Oscar Meyer
Lunchables packaging. I enjoy making obscure
references all the more obscure, and combining
disparate aesthetics to convey complex personality. Ryley Walker is an impressionistic acoustic
folk guitarist whose stage banter is dry and
snarky, so this solution somehow felt apt.

THIS SPREAD
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Digital output from the project.
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A collage of personal photos and the
first song lyrics I could think of, from Silver
Jews’ “Random Rules.” I wanted to produce
something overworked but effortless in
appearance.
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RIGHT Collage based off an interview I conducted with Stephen Malkmus of the band
Pavement. Malkmus likened his musical
approach as somewhere between Jeff
Spicoli and Stephen Hawking, so I included
fragments of both...and some potato chips.
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This composition uses mostly found icons:
Volkswagen, Playstation, Bluetooth, IBM,
DVD, United Nations, and Mortal Kombat.
I distort and manipulate them to create an
expressive, though eerily familiar image.
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RECORDS

A few of the compositions were week-long “interviews” with musicians,
where I formally interpret a musician’s process. This is a map of
songwriter Bill Callahan’s career and working methods — though not
necessarily legible to anybody but me. Based off interviews with the
infamously enigmatic Callahan throughout the years, including my
own, I traced his long and varied career in order to show the breadth
and determination therein. The piece stands as a personal reminder
to continue evolving and pushing forward; to experiment and take risks.
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Collaging country music album
covers rendered them psychedelic through
color and juxtaposition.

RIGHT In a few instances, I attempted to
visualize reverberation, echo, and how
sound travels through space. How does it
feel to hear sound?

TOP LEFT
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Inspired by Dan Lopatin’s (AKA Oneohtrix Point Never) laborious
and mind-bending creative process, I created this piece by physically
destroying and then scanning compact discs. I then fed the images
through various filters and digital drawing tools. The poster stands as
a working reminder of how to transcend the computer and then
deconstruct using the computer; how to move things through digital
and physical filters to create something unrecognizable.
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Visual Music
FILM & ORIGINAL SCORE

These works represent experimental video compositions attempting to give visual form to ambient music.
Firstly, using materials as varied as melted crayons, mirrors,
food dye, water, a kitchen stove, and milk, I created Ex Nihilo
(Latin for “out of nothing”) to accompany my own original
guitar composition. The goal was to fuse the audio and video
by abstracting all of the elements, creating a disorienting piece
that highlights each sonic shift through visual response. The
murky composition abstracts the guitar sounds such that they
are hardly recognizable as guitar, though guitar is the only
instrument played. Similarly, the wax looks very little like wax,
while other materials transform into something else entirely.
Together, they form something new and exciting. As each subtle
shift in sound is introduced, so too is a new abstraction. The
visual editing of the piece draws the viewer in, such that they are
able to note each new sound. Total abstraction of materials,
both acoustic and visual, makes the ordinary extraordinary.
Another video study uses a rotating vinyl record and strobe
light as a zoetrope, accompanying a snippet from a song by ’80s
post-rock band Talk Talk. The blended frames disorient and
draw attention to the euphoric and discordant sounds that follow,
using the physical materials from which the music is played oﬀ
as substrate.
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Detail of melted wax on a mirror from
the music video Ex Nihilo.
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Stills from Ex Nihilo. FROM TOP LEFT
A waterfall of melted purple and yellow
wax crayons; wax dripping down a circular
mirror; soap, milk, and food coloring
heating on a skillet. Music consisted of
reverberated and delayed guitar, including
an echoed rhythm of palm mutes.

Still from “Ex Nihilo.” Wax drips were
played forward, reversed, and accentuated
with flashing lights.
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Stills of the vinyl record as a zoetrope. By
painting white circles on the record and
filming it with a strobe light, I create a snow
globe-like blur of rotating, out-of-focus
shapes to imitate the discordant lushness of
wilting guitar notes and screaming strings
on Talk Talk’s “Taphead.”
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Made in America
FILM ANIMATION

The result of a weekend workshop with Metahaven’s Vinca Kruk,
Made in America aggregates low-fi, digital symbols of American
patriotism, paired with video footage of flags waving along the
streets of Providence, all framed within a computer’s desktop. To
express the cheapening and degradation of patriotic iconography
as it moves across both physical spaces and digital platforms, the
film explodes on-screen in a burst of chaos. Digital American flags
ornament web browsers and computers alike, eventually setting
ablaze as a result of a particularly negligent digital firework
celebration. As today’s patriotic imagery increasingly resembles
video games and cheap groupings of pixelated Internet spam,
I reflect on the authenticity of these representations, and consider
who might be clicking away behind the monitor.
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Detail from the 1-minute film
Made in America.
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The film’s finale is a slow zoom to reveal
that the computer has been sitting in a
cheap version of the oval office, with a
“Make America Great Again” hat by its side,
alluding to the then-only-potential disaster
of a Trump presidency.

Things begin celebratory and joyous, with
American flags ornamenting everything in
sight. Then the fireworks go off, and the
birds don’t seem fettered. Eventually the
screen is engulfed in a blaze of negligent
false patriotism.
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UP NEXT: INTERVIEW

NEJC
PRAH

THE SHOW ABOUT NOTHING
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Nejc Prah grew up in Ljubljana, Slovenia, where he studied
graphic design as an undergraduate at University of Ljubljana
Academy of Fine Arts and Design, before receiving an MFA from
Yale in 2015. He now works in-house as a full-time freelancer at
Bloomberg Businessweek in New York City. One look at Prah’s
work is all it takes to realize its evocative idiosyncrasies. Lush
gradients, largely illegible hand-drawn lettering, and effortlessly
jagged illustrations of things like everyday chores, garbage cans,
and airplane windows explode onto each composition. His
playful irreverance and expressiveness is unlike much work being
described as graphic design these days. Prah’s ability to turn even
the most banal activities into fantastic worlds of color and texture
is remarkable. I spoke to Prah about his process and the ideas
behind creating such visually challenging and expressive work in
the context of graphic design.

Drew Litowitz
Your style is incredibly unique. Can you
trace any aspects of it back to anything
in particular?
Nejc Prah
There are certain parts of my work that relate
to where I’m from. In my undergrad there were
a few professors that all
studied in Eastern Europe
in the ’60s or ’70s, which
was the time when the
Polish poster scene was
very strong. That was a
combination of illustration
and design, so the scene
has been influential for a big
part of Europe and has been influential for me
because of those professors. I like stuﬀ that is
visually intense. Visually strong design I felt was
more present in my undergrad than maybe at
Yale, which was more type-driven.

wasn’t that good. I think you need a few years
of just doing things before you get somewhere.
I never tried hard enough, I guess. But it’s also
funny because part of me got really bored with
street art. Like if I look at street art now, there’s
very few things that are interesting.
There’s a lot of repetition in street art—like
everything basically looks the same —like tags,
bombs, it’s almost like an exercise in style that
just keeps going. And then it’s funny, when
people get older, they get more and more skilled,
but very few of them developed something
diﬀerent. They just get better and better at doing
those gradients and styles and highlights.
Do you feel that the street art mentality
or that raw expression feeds into what
you’re doing these days?

And did you say you did street art?
Can you talk a bit about that?
Yeah, I did. I was not very active. Also I was
not really good. I started street art in like maybe
the last two years of high school. That was
something that got me into letters. I was also
just looking at what’s going on in the streets of
Ljubljana. I wouldn’t say that it was a crazy
strong scene that was important, but there were
crews, there was graﬃti. Some people were doing
interesting things, so I looked. I was looking at
it a lot. But even if I go back and look at my old
sketch books, it’s very, very awkward. I just

Witold Gombrowicz poster for a new theater
in Warsaw by Henry Tomaszewski (1983).
OPENING IMAGE “Time to Take Out the Trash”
Risograph print by Nejc Prah from the
“Hardware” series (2014).
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I don’t know. I think the fact that I did spend
a few years drawing letters did somehow influence the way that I also draw letters now. And
I guess there’s something about street art that is
about legibility—or lack of it — pushing the
shapes of letters, which is also what I do, while
definitely very consciously trying not to look like

Illustration for Bloomberg Businessweek
potentially inspired by street art.

street art. Just conceptually, it’s the same thing.
When I try to write a letter or write a headline, if
I decide to not use a typeface, it’s the same
process. I just feel like I have more background
in typography.
Where do you think your interest in
abstracting or making the type illegible
comes from?

I felt was not serious enough, or it in the world
of comic books and Risograph zines and retro
posters, you know what I mean?
So I started combining both of those worlds
into one. So I still see my typesetting as kind of
Dutch, kind of modernist. Like Helvetica or
Caslon. Very simple. I pretty much stopped using
any other typefaces except for when I’m at
Bloomberg, where we have our own set.
In my first year at Yale I used to be so into
fonts, typefaces, just constantly looking —what’s
the new font? Then you find the new font and it’s
so cool and then you use it for a few projects and
then three months later, you realize everyone has
been using it because it just came out, and then
you just realize that’s the wrong strategy. So, at
some point, I just stopped and decided I’ll just
have this one font. If I want something more, I’ll
just draw it myself.

I think with ideas and visualizations, when you
illustrate or photograph something, it’s always
the idea that leads you. With type, it’s not so
much the idea, it’s almost more about the feeling.
Like, “This project is very soft, maybe the type
could add a little bit of edge to it.” That’s how
I often think about things. Just in terms of how
to maybe create some contrast.
So you’re kind of creating juxtapositions?

I think it’s just making type interesting. It’s
definitely usually going away from legibility.
I always have this problem where I’ll do something that I feel is really good, but at the same
time, I’ll know that it’s not legible enough. And
then you start going back and making the
counter shapes or the curves or whatever—closer
to the actual type of the letter and things get
less interesting, but they get more readable.
I guess there’s something about that which
I find interesting. I think actually when I did
some of the first things at Yale, when I look back
at that type, it was still clear that I was just
influenced by maybe some diﬀerent waves of
typography, like the Spiky ’80s type or, I don’t
know, tribal typography—tribal as in tribal
tattoos.
But then I just started moving away from
all those genres, and I am consciously trying to
avoid doing specific styles.
Is there a point of view that you assume
when you enter into these formal explorations? What grounds these projects that
allows for you to know where to go or
when to stop?

Yeah, if they make sense. And usually they do.
I think that’s such a basic device for creating
something visually interesting—not just visually,
but just in general—contrast. I see it so often. In
movies and TV series and music and all sorts of
visual arts, contrast is always a useful device.
Even in storytelling, there are two opposing
elements or something that doesn’t fit or some
things that shouldn’t be next to each other but
are...that’s what always sparks interest. And if
you go through a book of posters and you analyze
it through the lens of contrast, you will see that
it’s so commonly used by everyone. Sometimes
intentionally, a lot of times just because people
have a feeling of what looks good and that’s often
what it is. In terms of composition contrast,
rhythm, repetition, blah, blah, blah—visual
variables—I’d say it’s one of the most
important ones.
I agree. I would describe your work as
very bold and playful and favoring these
rough or kind of jarring forms over the
minimal, more modernist approaches.
Would you agree with that?

Oh, yeah. Initially I saw in my work a clear
influence of Dutch design and modernism;
Experimental Jetset, Mevis and Van Deursen.
Classic, modern, Dutch design that was Sans
Serif, very simple, very clever, simple colors.
I was really into that. But at the same time,
when I was doing it I just sensed like there was
no space for me there. I was like, “I can’t do it
as good as they do,” or, “This could be anyone,”
which sometimes is fine. But, I did also have
another part of me, which kind of came out and
was more about illustration and more about
drawing type and stuﬀ like that. But that alone,

“Hardware” Risograph series.
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It’s interesting that your work is so
bespoke. Every shape is made for that
one purpose pretty much per project,
but then you would also pair it with this
default type. That’s a really fun contrast
as well.
Yeah. I don’t know, there’s just some sort of
a challenge in not choosing a typeface and just
having the same thing over and over again. Sure,
there’s a lot of temptation to do something else.
But luckily, I usually just stay with one thing and
I’m usually glad I did.
You work is kind of irreverent, a little bit
playful, sort of naïve and rougher. Do you
position yourself against something?

No, I don’t think so. I mean I have a hard time
figuring out what it would be against, intentionally. But making things a little fun and weird and
wacky for a business magazine, that’s interesting.
Clearly that’s been done since way before I came
to Bloomberg, though.
But, I wouldn’t say it’s specifically against
something. Did you think it’s against something
when you look at it?

I think part of it is selection of clients, where
I know I’ll be able to do what I want. So that
usually means smaller things, lower budget,
artsy stuﬀ. In school you have freedom. You have
two years to just think about yourself and do
whatever you want and no one is really going to
worry if that’s going to be profitable or successful
on the market once you get there. No one really
cares about that. So that just gives you the
freedom to do it.
Well, there seems to be a tendency to
Maybe it’s not going to always be the best.
disrupt or interrupt visual expectations.
It’s going to cut me oﬀ from a lot of things,
Maybe it’s about expectation; against
because it’s so specific. Like, I had an interview
expectation. Maybe the expectation of
at 2x4 a few weeks ago, and just in doing the
what graphic design is?
interview, just showing my work, I was just like,
“I don’t think they’re going to hire me. I don’t
That’s a really interesting question—of what
think that really makes sense.” I knew that
graphic design is. I ask myself that a lot because
I could go and work there and that we can all
I feel like sometimes I go away from it a little too
adapt to do diﬀerent things, but on their end
much when I shouldn’t. I make posters that are
I wasn’t sure they would be interested. I felt like
illegible and don’t really clearly communicate,
they would just think, “This guy, we like his
and then it’s like, “What is this? Is this the point?” work, but it doesn’t make sense for us to hire him
I guess it’s a little bit annoying when you think
because it has a very specific voice.”
about if this is just style now or just about me all
of a sudden.
I feel like you have a very strong online
reputation, so they must know what
I guess that’s what interested me so much
they’re getting themselves into. It
about you is that you have given yourself
couldn’t have been such a big surprise.
this permission to do something that I feel
a lot of people would not allow themWell, no, I don’t think it’s so much about surprise.
selves in the world of graphic design.
Design portfolios are mostly viewed by design
And that clearly has yielded such a great
students and younger people like us. But when
response and admiration. And I’m curious
people get older and they hire people, they
how it feels on your end and what allowed
don’t really hang out on Tumblr anymore or care
you to give yourself that permission?
who’s the hottest grad school student coming out,
you know what I mean? That’s what I figured out.

I mean some people know what I do, but a lot of
people just don’t. I can’t blame them.
Your work definitely stands out against
expectations. Even knowing your work
well. Every time I look at it, I think,
“Wow! This is very distinct.” So I guess
that’s where I wonder what draws you to
that irreverent playful approach.

You mentioned drawing as a kid and I
feel like some of your work has this spirit
of drawing as a kid. Like the Photo Pub
book; it’s like doodling in your notebook,
but it’s paired with his refined typography.

The last few years I worked a lot and developed
a lot of skills, and now I kind of feel very confident in terms of trying out things. I always was
creative and I always had ideas. And since I got

Jumpers Are Goalposts Yale Thesis cover.
Inkjet and Risograph print (2015).
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into graphic design, that was maybe the first
time that I actually found a way to put them out
there. I think I just chose the right medium for
me. It’s the mixture of typography, which I was
always into — I remember when I was 10 or 12,
I was drawing my own alphabets. Graphic design
is a combination of typography, photography ,
and a little bit of drawing, too. It brings in all the
visual elements that I’m into.
Photography is just photography. Painting
is for some reason very limited to the brush.
Design just feels a little more open. I do like the
fact that it communicates and multiplies, but
I don’t think that’s what drives me. Because
I don’t really communicate so openly with my
work. I don’t make big bold messages. It’s always
a little more abstract. People always ask what
it means. I wish they didn’t and I wish I was
more clear, but I’m just the opposite.
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Yeah, that was actually exactly what I was doing
with that catalog. Also I had so little time for
the thing that I basically just said, “Okay, what’s
the most simple thing I can think of?” I just
printed out all the spreads, went to the light box,
and then put the paper over it, drew things, and
then scanned them and placed them over, then
sent it to print. It was really, really fast. The
most time I spent in that catalog, I spent on
ragging the text.

Can you go into some of the specifics of
how you might approach that project in
particular or what drives it?

Is that sort of this kind of ongoing
conversation that you’re having with
yourself between those two poles?
Yeah, I think so, it’s this mixture of modernism
and gridded typography combined with like
an overlay of maybe playfulness. I guess it
changes a lot how the playfulness is achieved.
I used to do a lot of pure illustration. Then I had
a period when it was a lot of illustration with
some Photoshop brushes. Then I just got over
that. Now I’m really into photography. My friend
is doing photographs and I use them in collage.

Actually I always felt that designers using photography always made the best work. Because
since photography is very clear, illustration can
then keep things abstract. And then it can also
be really interesting.
Are you talking about the airplane
windows?
Yeah, yeah. That’s what I’ve been doing lately.
It’s called Coordinates of Sound. I mean
the translation—“Koordinate Zvoka”—it’s
also called “Dreaming of Vacation.”

Yeah, sure. This was a project for a friend from
Slovenia who organizes an improvisational
music event approximately once a month and he
always plays an instrument and then he invites
like one, two, three, four or five musicians to play
along with him. It’s called “Coordinates of
Sound.” And basically that’s it. That’s also the
brief I got. There was nothing else that needed to
be communicated. He wanted something cool for
his events.
And then the events are communicated
through Instagram and Facebook, which means
that design is always surrounded with the
interface of the social media which also means
that the idea of
having legible
dates is not so
important. That’s
how you do a
Facebook event.
That’s how it works
today. So people
are not going to
look at the poster
to figure out when
the thing is happening. They’re
going to get a reminder because the person made
the Facebook event. It’s kind of the same way
with Instagram, you have the text below.
So you think about designing the information, but you can also just ignore it because of the
interface. They’re also printed, but they’re

Photo Pub publication (2015).

Koordinate poster series (2017).
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printed in five copies and then posted around the
bar. It’s really not like how it used to be when
you did a poster and then it was around the city
and everyone saw it made a huge impact.
I basically used that project for a personal
idea I had for a while which was a combination
of mundane things which I’ve been dealing with
all my life, like we all are. Maybe a little more
so now because I just recently started working
and this routine of waking up, going to work,
coming back, cooking dinner, doing laundry,
washing your hair, it just became a little more
apparent. I like the idea of instead of being fun
and exciting, just being more honest. I mean
I don’t necessarily like that word, honest. But
just seeing things as they are, and not pretending
that I live a fabulous New York life if, in reality,
I just go to work, go to bed, blah, blah, blah.
So that was one part that I felt I wanted to
inject somehow. And then the other part was
airplane windows, which are very common in
our Instagram feeds because they’re this specific
signal: “I’m flying somewhere.” And it doesn’t
really matter what the view is because the view
is always the same. There’s the oval shaped
window and that gradient. So there was just
something that I always saw. You see the gradient and the tip of the wing. I thought it was
funny and interesting. It’s always the same view
wherever you go and we always see it, but it’s still
always fascinating. I’ve been flying for so long,
but I still find that view from above so cool.
Also, flying is not like what it used to be. 50
years ago, it was really too expensive to fly. And
now it’s just easier and cheaper. In Europe, it’s
$20 to fly from Slovenia to London. It’s cheaper
than a bus from New York to New Haven. So

I didn’t want to use the airplane as some sign of
luxury. We’re all flying somewhere for a vacation
every once in a while.
So I just focused on that ratio between the
time you spend working and living your life and
taking care of things versus the time you take
for vacation when you sometimes fly somewhere.
Then that just
became the thesis
of the series, and
it didn’t really
connect at all with
the event. But he
didn’t care, I didn’t
care. I just used
this opportunity
to do this. I had
like six posters
sketched out before
he contacted me.
So I just knew that at some point I’m going to
use those posters. It’s not perfect. It would be
perfect if an airline company contacted me...
Is the idea that you’re sort of trying to
de-familiarize or disorient us with the
things we see every day and the things
we don’t see every day, at which point
both become more exciting or weird or
crazy? Maybe the escapism melding in
with the normal?
Kind of, yeah. I think the main idea was just that
I keep dreaming about vacation. At some point
I also thought about how that meant going home
for me, not really going for vacation somewhere
because since I’ve been living abroad, Christmas,

summer — my vacation is going back to Slovenia
which is always very exciting. So I almost felt
that these posters were some sort of homecoming
announcement. Maybe I’m post-rationalizing
that, though, which can be a good strategy.

with that. I’m just trying to see if I can make
sense of it. Because a lot of things can makes
sense if you present it in the right way. And then
it’s going to be fine. It’s not like I want to just do
whatever and then convince people that it means
something completely diﬀerent.

I know graphic design is often a
discipline that wants answers for every
decision. Do you find that because your
process is so intuitive and expressive you
actually do have to post-rationalize
sometimes?
Yeah. But I also realize I’m pretty good at doing
that. Some designer said something like, “You
can’t work and think at the same time.” You
make projects and then you stop working and
you look at them and you see what you did,
you know.
Right. That’s how you approach these
things?
I mean kind of. I’m not an idea factory. I come
up with certain amount of ideas and then I hope
I can use them. If I get a brief at Bloomberg and
I need to come up with an illustration, I’ll do it
and it’s not a problem. But there’s other ideas I’ll
come up with and I’ll just want to use them
somewhere, because I think it’s a really good
idea. But I’m not going to just do it for myself.
I want to use it as a project.
So because of that, I got really into post-rationalizing things because it just gets easier for
me to sell a project. For example, I have a system
right now for an identity and I’m trying to think
how I could use it. I’m not trying to fool people

How does the mundane or the everyday
come up in your work? It comes up a
lot in mine, too. Your hardware posters
do this as well. What attracts you to that
and makes you want to make it look
so crazy?
I think there’s something interesting about doing
something crazy with something so boring.
I wouldn’t want to do a poster with like an alien
planet and a pink sky, or something, because
even if I just say the words alien planet, people
will always draw something crazy in their head.
Something very mundane, something very
normal has a little more potential to be interesting, because it’s going to be less expected.
Maybe it’s like saying, “Yeah, okay. My life
is really boring, but it’s okay. It’s actually fun,
even though it’s not.” There’s also just this other
interest in how to make something look really
interesting. There’s diﬀerent ways of doing that.
Just doing these posters. Like this “Coordinates
of Sound poster,” where I just have a photo of
ginger, which is actually really visually interesting
out of context.
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So it’s sort of this escapist kind of
fantasy?
Yeah, I feel like a lot of us, especially in the
creative field, we always say, “I’m going to quit
working and go traveling.” Looking at my last
year and a half, I’ve definitely been thinking so
much more about how to not work, how to do my
life diﬀerently. Not in some weird hippie way, but
you don’t have to really work all the time to live
a normal life.

And those are the things that you get
when you’re sick. That’s what that poster
is about, kind of?

Koordinate poster series (2017).
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Yeah. The lemon and ginger. The honey is
missing from the image, but honey, lemon, and
ginger tea is what I drink when I’m sick.
So like dreaming I’m going on vacation when
you’re actually home and sick. That was that one.

Koordinate poster series (2017).
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actually, in my thesis writing. How it
kind of celebrated these everyday mundane frustrations and made them into
these jokes—more funny or more bearable because they became so hilarious?
That’s a really good point, yeah. It’s funny I
watched Seinfeld, too. Obviously when I was
younger, in passing, but when I was at Yale and
eating lunch downstairs, usually I had one
episode a day. And that’s definitely the appeal of
Seinfeld. That thing that happens all the time,
like going to the dry cleaners or going to the
game. It really is what it is, a show about
nothing, that makes it really strong.

With those posters, some of the mundane
activities actually are interesting. Like laundry
was something that I was a little bit excited
about doing. Because some things are wool, some
things are cashmere, some things are this—you
have to kind of think about it. I mean it’s annoying to do it. But when you do it, it’s like, “Bam!”
Mission accomplished.
With a lot of these things, no one is going to
say bravo. No one is going to say congratulations.
You paid your rent. You did your laundry. You
just have to do it and that’s it. If you don’t do it,
you’re in trouble. If you do it, it’s just normal.
Wow, you did nothing. You’re at level zero. So
that was also part of it.
And also with all these things, more than the

Yeah. And I feel like your work sort of
does a similar thing in a very diﬀerent
way. But you’re giving this extremely
playful and chaotic — fun chaos — to
these things that no one really cares
about. And that’s something I’m definitely curious about in your work; that
sort of push and pull between the normal
and the boring becoming an extraordinary thing. My work can get a bit more
cynical, I would say. So it’s interesting
to see a diﬀerent perspective that seems
more joyous.

satisfaction of working, there’s a satisfaction of
getting things done that I find interesting. If you
have to clean your apartment for a whole day and
do this and that and take the trash out, it’s not
fun. But when you do all these things, you really
feel like some sort of superior adult.
Yeah. Is it sort of a celebration of these
things that never get their due?
Yeah, they’re always there. They always need to
get done.
I focus a lot in my work on these mundane, everyday things and sort of re-contextualizing them. I talk about Seinfeld,

Yeah. I think it’s a more honest or sincere way of
talking about life as opposed to how it’s usually
being represented or curated now, through
various social media, which I find kind of annoying. What do yo u mean that your work is more
cynical?

Website for “Electricity is Just Like Whoah”
a project by Dan Adlesic (2015).
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I think my work often talks about how
these constructs or these situations that
are very designed and artificial have a lot
of power over us. And they sort of dictate
how we live our lives, and it comes from
more of a frustrated perspective. I try to
reveal how these things are controlling us
in a sly way that’s kind of funny, but also
a little bit dark.
And I like that you’re kind of celebrating these things in a more joyous way
and also making us take a second look at
them. I’m trying to get people to see
these things for the first time as well.
Like shipping boxes or packaging tape or
the tickers that come across your news
when you’re watching TV, and just sort
of exaggerate them and make them as
fucked up as possible.
Yeah, shipping things is definitely—oh my God,
I hate shipping things.
There are so many micro decisions being
made in your work. There are so many
little details. How do you get into these
micro decisions and just allow yourself to
move forward and not look back?
The more you do, the less it matters what each
decision is. If you’re a minimalist and you’re just
going to do one font on a color background, then
you can think a lot about that font and you can
think a lot about that color. Once you start
adding things and combining vectors and raster
and texture, then it doesn’t matter so much what
each thing is and you can freestyle a little more

and then it’s just going to work because it’s
interacting with so many things.
Yeah, I mean it’s so interesting to see how
you start somewhere and it just explodes.
Even something like this Uber Slayer
type for Bloomberg—how those letters
got there and how you manipulated them.
I know how easy it is to get caught up in details
and decision making. And for me, it’s so much
easier with posters or with visually rich things
because you don’t worry so much about it.
I think one of the best examples of your
work doing a really good job of conveying
an idea, but still being so you, is this Teen
Program at Yale University Art Gallery.
It’s just so perfect. I love the way that you
sort of play with that Dutch kind of
straightforward typesetting, but then
you’re also playing oﬀ of that art work...

That was a funny project. I think it was the same
idea of using contrast. But I think it’s kind of
funny because Yale Art Gallery, essentially, it’s
really boring. It’s just as boring as you can
imagine some traditional, educational, New
England institution art museum would be.
Maybe fun for a design student, or whatever, but
for a teenager, I don’t think so.
So when they did the teen program, they
wanted something fun—more colors. Of course
that makes sense to me, but I also found it really
funny because they were really trying to convince teenagers, “Come here, we are fun.” And
that’s kind of how I ended up with this series. It
always started with an image from their archive
of a statue or painting, or whatever. And then
there was an overlay. The horse statue had a
scaﬀolding, so it’s being shown as a fun horse.
The portrait had a mask, with like a clown face,
or something—
Well, yeah. It has a kind of vandalism
tone, which goes back to the street art,
I guess.
That was kind of the art gallery pretending it’s
more fun than it actually is.
And then you’ve done some web work and
some other applications. It’s really cool to
see your Type Directors Club [TDC] stuﬀ
in vinyl.
That was nice. I still think that’s probably my
favorite project. I wish I could do more stuﬀ like
that. I wish I could do more things where you
actually choose papers and figure out sizes and

work with diﬀerent materials and apply things
in a proper way. They really printed those things
well. That was a dream project almost. I really
like that project because I feel it’s a little bit more
approachable, a little more normal—not that
other things are not normal—but it’s just a little
less intense, a little more elegant. That’s something I’ve been thinking a lot about lately. To
chill a little more and just make things more
elegant, as opposed to crazy and overdo them.
Are you thinking about audiences when
you think about that?

Yeah, I mean I guess that’s a huge question I have for you. How do you know
when something is working and when it
isn’t—like what does a successful piece
look like to you? Some things are really
minimal, like these websites that you’ve
done are very minimal and really playful,
still. But how do you make the decision?

No, not so much. Maybe about audience a little
bit. But more about just that I think it can be a

Well, a lot of times, it’s just the deadline. I know
I had very, very diﬀerent plans for the TDC poster.

Cover for Bloomberg Businessweek (2016).
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little more eﬀective if I do less. I just feel like
with some of my posters, I’m actually trying too
hard and doing too much. I just think that it’s
not necessary and it’s not the best way always.

Posters for the Yale Teen Art Program.
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section, which is the last 10 pages of the magazine and they’re a little diﬀerent. It’s like lifestyle
fashion, food, gadgets, all of this in relation to
business a little bit because this is a business
magazine. But I’ve been doing that which gives
me a little more autonomy. But the section is
a little more light-weight in content and lightweight design. So I just keep it that way.
Did you ever think that you’d be doing
this type of stuﬀ for a business
magazine?
No, definitely not. That’s still a funny part of
working here. I mean again, it’s the contrast.
Design that’s being done here in this crazy
Bloomberg tower building for the type of content
and that type of audience, I think that’s really
funny. Maybe not always the best way to do it.

And it just didn’t work out and I had to finish it.
And I did it. And at first, I was really sad that
it didn’t work out, but now I realize, you know it’s
so much better that I just finished it. I was
supposed to add more type over the carpet.
The more I think about that project, the
more I realize I had so much time for the poster.
But it was the school, and I spent probably one
week just working on that poster for like 10
hours a day. Now I just do it like in one night or
two nights, sadly.
And when it comes to your work at
Bloomberg, do you think a lot about the
stakes of a project or the stakes of what

How are you able to implement this sort
of voice that you’ve generated for yourself
onto something a little bit diﬀerent, or
onto somebody else’s content? You do
that in your other work, too, but I feel
like this sort of platform—the magazine
has a format that’s very expected.

you are doing? Do you think, “There’s a
lot of stuﬀ riding on this. Can I be as
crazy as I maybe want to?”
Yeah. But that’s cleared out before you start.
I know where the limits are, and I’m not trying
to push them too hard. Because, I feel like
they’ve been pushed and we have enough freedom. If it can’t get super crazy, I don’t mind. In
some way, I guess I’ve surrendered a little bit.
I don’t care about that so much because I feel like
I have my own work and—I have my own projects where I can do more stuﬀ. And I care little
less if sometimes here—I just can’t go so far.
At Bloomberg, I’m currently doing the “ETC”

I’ve worked on like maybe 75 issues now. It’s a
weekly and I’ve been here year and a half almost,
and I’ve done maybe five or six things that are
in line with the rest of my work. So there’s a lot
of work where you just keep it easy and you just
can’t push it or it doesn’t make sense to push it.
Sometimes it’s just easier to spell something out
in Neue Haas than it is to make it look weird. So
you’re more waiting for the right opportunity to

Vinyl application for Prah’s identity for TDC
Tokyo (2105).
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do it. You can’t just keep pushing it. I felt like
sometimes we did do that and I regret doing
it because I just think it doesn’t make sense.
It’s a diﬀerent type of challenge. It would
be selfish to just be here and be like, “How
am I going to make this look like I did it or
make it my style?” when the question is really,
“How am I going to make this work well?” When
someone opens the magazine on this page,
I want them to be drawn to the story. And the
way I design, maybe is not the best way to do
it. It is sometimes, you know. Every once in the
while, it is, but a lot of times it’s not. So you just
have to be aware of that. Not just at Bloomberg
Businessweek, but especially here because you

Poster for TDC Tokyo (2015).
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don’t really have a client. That’s the fun part of
media. There’s not really a client. If you have
a studio, you keep going to client meetings and
show stuﬀ and like A, B, C versions and all that
crap and then they comment. Here, the editor
is your client and usually, if you’re lucky, the
editor is your friend or understands design.
Right. And they know what you’re doing
and how you work. What do you think
you hope to contribute to the field? Do
you think about how your voice is pushing something specific?
With Bloomberg, a lot of it has been defined way
before me. But I do think that it maybe is showing
that boring content can have fun execution.
You can have fun with a lot of things if you have
a sense of humor and you have some courage.
I think a lot of people don’t know that. And
maybe now they can look at this and see that
they can actually do it. And I also like how
Bloomberg is a little bit anti-design at moments,
like a lot of fonts from DaFont, a lot of wackiness,
a lot of crappy collages from Getty images and
stuﬀ like that. I think that’s very refreshing in
a world of beautiful magazines.

“Something very mundane,
something very normal has
a little more potential to be
interesting, because it’s going
to be less expected.”

I would like to have bigger clients. I’m actually
interested in branding and corporate design.
Not in aesthetic, but entering that world. That
interests me so much more than the world of
alternative publishing or something—which is
also fine. I guess there’s space for me to do
something interesting there. Like, if the whole
Bloomberg philosophy was applied to, Wired or
one of those magazines, it wouldn’t be that fun.
It’s the fact that it’s like a business magazine,

that I think makes it the most fun. I guess it’s
the same mentality. With my design, I think it’s
going to be the biggest challenge for me when it’s
applied to something that is not considered fun.
But it can be, you know.
So kind of breaking out of the constraints
of whatever you’re entering in. You talked
about contrast earlier and that’s sort of
what you’re talking about. The contrast
between what you’re doing and how you
do it?
Yeah, yeah, exactly.

Right. So kind of disrupting the visual
expectation again?

So you are kind of drawn to these more
sort of pedestrian pursuits as a way
to show that they can be more vibrant
I guess?

Yeah, yeah. Definitely, yeah.
And you’ve done some web work, do you
hope to move more in that direction? Is
there anything you hope to accomplish
next in your career?

Illustration for Bloomberg Businessweek (2016).
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Oh yeah, and I just think there’s
more space there for things like
that. It’s not an area that’s been
entirely occupied by that yet,
whereas like putting my posters
in the New York art book
fair — not that I wouldn’t want
to do it — but it’s just not like
a goal for me. It doesn’t mean
anything to me, because I just
feel like they’ll be there with
one million other prints and
who cares. It doesn’t matter if
it’s there or if it’s not. But
putting my work somewhere —
I don’t know where — for like an identity for a
pharmacy or a car dealership. It doesn’t have
to be so low-brow. It could be like a startup—
startup world, that’s interesting. They have a lot
of money. They want to look diﬀerent. They all
look the same. That could be interesting too…
Yeah. You get a chance to sort of push
against—and be a new voice in a weird
context.
Yeah, that’s always interesting.
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Performing Platforms
Voices are often heard the loudest from platforms. Through their elevated presence, platforms can interrupt monotony. Whether a
soapbox at Speakers’ corner in London’s Hyde
Park or a magazine on a newsstand, platforms
activate specific frames of mind, allowing
us to approach and comprehend content
through a predefined headspace and established sets of expectations. A given platform’s content in turn assumes an aura
of authority, transforming the ordinary into something worthy
of our attention.
Cutting through an overwhelming array of stimuli, platforms
create approachable, acceptable, and understood contexts through
which to view content. If it’s a book, we know it’s meant to be read.
A film meant to be viewed. A record meant to be listened to.
A stage means we will likely see a performance. When we see
something unanticipated within one of these contexts, our surprise is often immediate and visceral. Many of my projects capitalize on this particular moment.
The familiar media formats that deliver information and
entertainment themselves inform the way in which we access
them. Widely accepted formats also provide assurance that something is genuine or legitimate; that it holds authority. Beholding a
polished physical format intrinsically communicates that the

Detail of a soapbox at Speakers’ Corner,
Hyde Park, London, UK. Photo by Philip
Wolmuth. Speakers’ corner is a predefined
space in the park where open-air public
speaking is allowed and encouraged.
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to concurrently de-familiarize our public with both these mundane commercial devices and with the construct of the gallery
space. To promote the show, in place of the typical poster display,
Cem and I designed custom shipping boxes and packaging tape
for campus-wide installations leading up to the show’s
opening. Our logotype repeated on the surfaces of these
shipping materials. Each time the logo appeared, its contents
were diﬀerent; the show’s name was instead replaced with
the opening date, the name of the gallery, or the closing date.
By hijacking the space of our own logo, the mark became a
celebration of and commentary on brand culture; it was
functionally repetitive, killing two birds with one stone. The
gallery space itself utilized price tags you might find in a
convenience store or pharmacy to label the works of art. The
show subverted the gallery space by inserting visual languages and commercial devices that didn’t necessarily belong.
The promotion subverted the expectations of promotional materials, translating ephemera from the corporate mundane into something new, as if you were seeing these objects for the first time.
When you came across our shipping boxes, you questioned the
value and utility of shipping boxes themselves.
Tension between form and content is a powerful tool in my
design process. The cultural cache that each commonplace device
or format carries with it makes for visceral, immediate responses
to any sort of subversive move therein. In demonstrating the reservations and questions that I already experience when I look at
these objects, I celebrate the power that these formats hold, while
also underlining that they themselves deserve to be questioned.
By prompting the viewer or audience to ask: “Is this real?”
I actually force them to instead ask what “real” really is.

message (or story, or image) has been fed through the appropriate channels, passed through the relevant gatekeepers, and
emerged on the other end wrapped in plastic and ready for consumption. It must be ok; the barcode as stamp of approval.
Much of my work deals in formats.
By embodying a common format, contents can brush against contextual constraints or expectations in exciting ways. Using the assumptions
of the format to tell an unlikely — or even contradictory
story — raises questions of the formats and reveals their inner
workings. This irony can be humorous or even jarring, depending
on the context. To unsettle something familiar is to begin to
engage the viewer or audience through pure recognition of the
familiar, followed shortly by forced slippage of that comprehension. When a format negates itself, or begins to call itself into
question, it utilizes its form both for its intended purpose while simultaneously undermining its very
validity. Like dramatic irony, the viewer feels they
know something that the protagonist — in this case,
the media format or object itself — isn’t aware of. The
joke is on the format, and the audience is in on it.
In Vernacular Spectacular, a show I proposed, curated,
and designed alongside Cem Eskinazi ’17, the entire experience, from promotion, to opening event, to exhibition, was
one of format and contextual substitution and subversion. With the curatorial mission of exhibiting
RISD student work focused on or utilizing the
languages of mass-culture and consumer
culture, Cem and I decided to make
use of the tools of the vernacular,
Custom Vernacular Spectacular
shipping boxes; Amazon purchase button;
Repost Pro app icon, a regram app for
instagram; custom Vernacular Spectacular
shipping tape.

FROM TOP
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Method Action
reproduce it. Secondly, I enter into the
headspace of the individual or group
of people responsible for creating the
product itself. I begin to understand
the design and thought-processes of
the originators, allowing me, for a moment, to
be somebody else. Furthermore, through mimicry and
subtle manipulation, I gain control over the format’s potential for
surreality and distortion. If I’ve created each detail in, for example, an “Add to Cart” Amazon button, I have control over each
individual gradient, typeface, and coloration, allowing me to
twist the object into whichever strange final form I please.
This is where I begin to decide what aspects to maintain
and what to amplify, and where the potential for exaggeration, distortion, and manipulation reveals itself.
I also find that by reconstructing these forms and
symbols, I imbue them with personalities and points
of views of their own. What if a shipping box had a
story of its own to tell? What if a newspaper was nervous about its own future? What if a price tag always
wanted to be on a gallery wall, but never had the
chance? By giving unlikely formats new voices, they
become personifications or characters of their own, with
their own points of view and back-stories.

As I move through the spaces of familiar
formats in my design process, I’ve noticed a
tendency toward what can best be described as
performance or role-playing. Shifting from one format
to the next, I find myself slipping into diﬀerent mindsets, and
even, to an extent, characters: the app developer, the online shopping UI designer, the museum curator, the homegood embroiderer, the entrepreneur opening up his own storefront, the PR
Director. While critiquing these constructs, I find myself performing the actions and methods generally reserved for practicality. I enter into these frames of mind as a way to understand
the thought processes that go into these designs in the first place.
Within these projects, I generally constrain myself to produce all visual form and written content from scratch, even
the systematic or pre-existing tropes I am imitating. If I’m
designing a poster utilizing the visual language of Amazon
User Experience design, for instance, instead of grabbing
the “Add to Cart” button directly from Amazon’s website,
I’ll naively recreate it in Adobe Illustrator.
By committing to manually generating all of the
devices I mimic, a few interesting things happen. Firstly,
I am able to deconstruct the formal elements that constitute
this device through the construction process; in doing so,
I become acutely aware of its architecture simply by trying to
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Must See TV
EXPERIENTIAL FILM INSTALLATION

The most memorable TV block from my childhood is easily the
mid ’90s-era NBC Thursday night lineup, appropriately promoted
as “Must See TV.” This particular block featured some of the
network’s most iconic shows: Seinfeld, Friends, Frasier, Will &
Grace, and ER, among others. In Must See TV, I place the participant in the space between TV screen and graphic overlays. The
viewer stares back at themselves from within completely vacant,
eerily familiar sets from each of the shows. Cut-and paste poetry
culled from the shows’ scripts creates a narrative within the space
of the captions and graphic overlays, and indirectly describes
the act of watching television as one of confused desperation.
Distorted and manipulated audio from each of the shows’ themesongs forms a just barely placeable soundtrack. The result is a
multi-sensory reading experience in which the participant must
face themselves; an uncomfortably intimate mirror and sedative
television program in one.
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Detail of on-screen user experience.
The Installation had multiple vantage
points for onlookers.
LEFT

ABOVE
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The film’s backdrop cycles
through empty sets from NBC’s famed
lineup, with graphics telling an impressionistic narrative about the experience
of watching television, all pulled from the
shows’ scripts.

THIS SPREAD
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I Read the News Today, Oh Boy
PRINTED BROADSIDE

Today, we have access to all of the newspaper’s contents at the
click of a mouse. The printed newspaper grows less relevant with
each daily print run. It exists as a redundant source of information, its content more readily accessible, updatable, and reliable
elsewhere. This project aims to visualize the tension and anxiety
a newspaper might feel about its own future. It also seeks to draw
attention to the formal elegance and physicality of the paper,
through the substitution of its contents with abstract forms and
speculative language. Through abstracted, noisy form, erasure,
substitution, and questions of purpose, the paper performs
its own existential crisis.

“FOR THE
POST TO DECIDE TO
RUN THE STORY (MEETINGS,
DEBATES, LAST-MINUTE TEMPTATIONS
TO CANCEL THE WHOLE THING?), TO
PRINT THE PHOTOGRAPH, TO HAVE SOMEONE
WRITE ABOUT THE PHOTO AND INTERVIEW
THE EXPERTS, FINALLY TO RUN THIS STORY ON
PAGE THREE IN TODAY’S EDITION AND HAVE IT
DISCUSSED OVER HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS
OF LUNCHES IN THE CITY THIS AFTERNOON.
I CLOSE THE PAPER AND LIE BACK,
EXHAUSTED.”
PATRICK BATEMAN
AMERICAN PSYCHO
BRET EASTON ELLIS
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Front spread is a deconstruction
of a New York Times front page, with
images rendered in geometric static
and text translated into abstract shapes.
ABOVE Cognitive dissonance is achieved
through resemblance to a rolled up daily
paper arriving at your doorstep.
LEFT
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Above the fold, front page.
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TOP Detail of page listing various idioms
and sayings related to newspapers. ABOVE
Spread of erasure and jostled structures.
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The space of the newspaper is
replaced with the language used to help sell
it (i.e. slogans and promotional language)
and nostalgia for its form, through clichés
and sayings associated with printed news.

TOP LEFT
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ABOVE Detail of final page alludes to the
paper being accessed online, and to clicks
being a new type of capital.

As the paper progresses,
content evolves from language-based
references to pure layout deconstruction.

BOTTOM LEFT
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Ticker Ticker
DIGITAL PROJECTION & FILM INSTALLATION

New news is always breaking. With each “urgent” story, scrolling
tickers disrupt and distract already ongoing news in real time.
You’re never looking in the right place. You’re never paying attention to the right information. With the 2016 election came a sharp
rise in activist protest throughout the country. The feedback loop
of homemade signs being filmed and covered by news outlets
catapults individual messaging to the masses with ease, projected
out onto our TVs and computer screens. In the face of news as a
distraction, can our voices become a positive force therein? Ticker
Ticker is a site-specific projection-mapped installation created
for the 2017 RISD Graphic Design MFA Biennial, To Whom it
May Concern. The installation is a vehicle for an endless collection
of protest signs to live on long after a protest ends. It is also an
argument against news as distraction. In the installation, these
digitally projected signs are broken up by a combination of
“Breaking News” motion bumpers and original, fabricated existential messaging mirroring the melodrama of news tickers; false
urgency juxtaposed with actual urgency.
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Detail of an original composition of
fabricated news tickers replaced with
existential questions on news, distraction,
and the frame.
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Various found “Breaking News” bumpers periodically interrupt the sign posts,
fragmented as one whole composition
across the entire installation. ABOVE Various
activist posters by classmates and myself
were displayed in the gallery.

ABOVE Original ticker composition in motion.
Varying speeds of the text scrolls create a
nauseating effect. PREVIOUS SPREAD Found
breaking news bumper.

TOP
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UP NEXT: INTERVIEW

Stretch My Hands
WEBSITE/INTERFACE

This project is my answer to losing the physical record and its
cover art to small thumbnail representations and sterile file-lists
in the world of music streaming and digital libraries. To counter
the monotony, this “tactile” record cover and listening experience
visually displays lengths of tracks in proportion to entire album’s
length through the width of each column of type. Each track
is playable and all can be played simultaneously. The interface is
also entirely re-sizable and skew-able. Certain titles are more
easily read in certain configurations, forcing the user to continually resize the web browser. This creates the impression that
your interaction with the record is a more physical one, and turns
your browser into a playground.
I chose to base this project around Kanye West’s The Life of
Pablo, an album whose streamed content would periodically
change when West decided to tweak a song or make additions.
This solution would make any update to the album visually
apparent, creating excitement around the idea of the record cover
as a source of information and a summary of shifting contents.
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Photo the interface on screen.

Song titles’ widths are
determined by their proportional length in
relation to the entire record. When a song is
clicked, it expands and turns orange. Short
tracks suffer in legibility. This particular
album has several seconds-long tracks,
visually represented as blips, here.

CURRENT SPREAD
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Various possible configurations and proportions. When a track is
clicked, it expands, contracting all other
visible tracks and visually activating your
selection.

CURRENT SPREAD
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Critical Mass
INTERACTIVE INTERFACE

This speculative web-app begs the question: Can taste be
designed? Should it be? What happens when the experience of
listening to music and that of reading about music become
enmeshed? Critical Mass, a Spotify-like user interface, delivers
users a possibly-not-so-healthy dose of music criticism in concert
with a music streaming service. Record covers are generated by
aggregated review scores, making an album’s critical reception
visible from the get-go. When listening to a record, the music
listening experience fuses with the taste-informing experience of
reading reviews. As you listen, you’re fed critics’ scores, review
adjectives, selections of reviews, and even critic bios. It’s up to you
to decide how that makes you feel.
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Detail of user-interface for a record with
generally unfavorable reviews.
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LEFT COLUMN App introduction screen with
explanations and instructions. Each record’s
critical reception is represented by a combination of colors and line types. Red is bad. Green
is good. Jagged is bad, smooth is good. The
app loads your Spotify history to make an
analysis and judgment about your taste levels.
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Each line corresponds to a specific review
of the record.
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The app’s color changes to match the taste
assessment. The app gamifies user taste, subtly discouraging users from listening to poorly
reviewed records. Every record you listen to
affects the app color.
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An example of a positively reviewed record.
Adjectives from the review swarm the interface. Users can read reviews by clicking on the
publication’s logo or the corresponding line.
Users can also click on the critic’s image, or
the publication title to explore even more.
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An example of a negatively reviewed record.
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RICHARD
TURLEY

THE SHOW ABOUT NOTHING

NTERVIEW 3 • INTERVIEW 3 • INTERVIEW 3 • INTER

3

Richard Turley is probably best known for his work as Creative
Director at Bloomberg Businessweek. To be clear, he’s probably
best known for being the guy who totally fucked it up. While
undertaking a redesign for Bloomberg’s satellite business
publication, he and a cohort of likeminded designers turned a
dentist oﬃce publication into a post-modern reimagination of
what a mainstream magazine could look like. Turley and his team
crafted an incredibly tight system for the magazine, only to
virtually destroy and vandalize it with each issue. At Bloomberg,
that playful reimagination still lives on in his absence. From there,
he was enlisted by MTV as the Head of Visual Storytelling, a title
they invented for him. With the position, he created MTV No Chill,
a series of interstitial videos that broke up MTV’s content and
ad-space to create dynamic, brain-melting energy spliced
throughout each scheduling block. There, his team re-mixed and
cannibalized MTV’s own content along with anything that seeped
in from the culture at large. Now, as Wieden + Kennedy’s
Executive Creative Director of Content and Editorial, Turley brings
his no-holds-barred experimentation to the world of Advertising,
in hopes of shaking things up. For starters, he and his team are
using Instagram as a television channel, called WKTV, and are
regularly broadcasting absurd experiments. After communicating
solely via Twitter Direct Messages, I managed to meet Turley in
W+K’s Soho oﬃce, where, in a moment straight out of Portlandia,
he waved to me from atop the oﬃce’s central, trecherous wooden
straircase and brought me into his oﬃce, a medium-sized cube
lined wall-to-wall with strips of large type and images culled from
the dregs of the social media machine.

Drew Litowitz
You’ve worked at a major newspaper,
a business magazine, a youth culture
TV network, and now an advertising
agency. It seems like you’ve had a lot of
opportunity to play within these diﬀerent
platforms. I’m wondering if you can talk
about how these diﬀerent contexts have
shaped your approach.
Richard Turley
When I was at The Guardian, I was like a
junior — I kind of learned my trade at The
Guardian. I was brought under the wing of this
guy called Mark Porter, who really just taught
me how to do graphic design. He taught me the
rules of typography, which no one had bothered
teaching me before. So in my journey through
this, that was very much my education. My
role in that platform — the newspaper — kind
of was a secondary concern to learning a trade.
Understanding how we use type, media,
images — you’re groomed into a certain kind
of way of thinking.
Then, I was really lucky, because six months
after joining and working with Mark, they did this
huge re-design at The Guardian. It was called
the “Berliner” redesign. And that was ultimate
nerdy typography for two years.
After that, they gave me the daily magazine,
which was this thing called G2, to do. And that
was really the first time that I’d had a kind of
knowledge, and that I’d had a kind of power.
And it was every day, so it was quite rigorous.
It definitely taught me — I guess I’ve always
worked quite quickly, but it was definitely kind
of a nice environment for me. So, G2 was trying

OPENING IMAGE Bloomberg Businessweek
cover, “The How To Issue” (2013).
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to do a daily magazine. Even though it was print
and newspaper, it was like a printed, stapled
thing. If you were to look at a picture or photograph of it, it meets the criteria of what you
would describe to be a magazine in terms of
scale and size and stapled and folded and all that
good stuﬀ. So, I suppose that was ambitious. It
was ambitious, and to a certain extent it still is
ambitious in doing a daily magazine. I think
with templating and certain repeated form, it
becomes a lot easier to deal with, but eﬀectively
we were trying to make something that was
responsive — that marries responsive timeliness
with a kind of permanence of print, within the
context of a newspaper. I suppose there are a lot
of contradictions going on there.

But that was a job where I would make these
daily covers, which two out of five days of the
week would be topical; would be reacting to
some sort of news event or some sort of cultural
happening. So, that kind of desire to — which
actually you see a lot in social media — to frame
or meme a subject or an event, to distill it down
or to frame it in a certain way or to sort of attach
diﬀerent layers of — to twist it a little bit to add
a layer of subjectivity onto something which kind
of elevates it to something else. That’s a lot of
what we were doing at G2. On our best days we
were able to create a kind of flat meme, I suppose.

Various covers for G2 (206–2011).

What it funny and subversive then?
It could be, or it could just be sort of straightforward. I just tried to do interesting magazine
covers. No diﬀerent, really, from what George
Lois and that era of
history of magazine
design. The Guardian,
that platform was sort
of a daily, responsive — trying to be
ambitious to do
a magazine every day.
And that was nice for
me, as well, because
you could really fuck up. It was, “Onto the next,
onto the next, onto the next,” which kind of had
this type of tension, because even if you did
something really good you would still just
throw it into the garbage.
And at that point in time would you say
you were still playing by the rules?
I never really thought I haven’t really played by
the rules. It’s kind of interesting that you say
that. But, I was working in a big organization,
and I was one small cog in that organization, and
I was given a very specific job to do, which was
to produce this daily magazine, and it was quite
a formal exercise. The whole thing was quite
formalized.
When I went to Businessweek there was no
desire to change everything. The job, when I met
the editor, was just to do a really good magazine.
Yes, it is a business magazine, but business
touches peoples’ lives in one way or another, and

quite honestly, business touches peoples’ lives
more than politics touches peoples’ lives. And
I’d always read a lot of business writing. My dad
bought the Financial Times growing up. I was
always around finance. Finance stories always
interested me more than politics stories.
There was never a desire to fuck magazines
up. The design we did was really very much
based on what I’d learned at The Guardian. For
me, I had kind of stolen some of those things,
quite wholesale. The spacing and the way we
used grids. We created a modular grid. So, it was
really the first and only time I had taken what
Mark had taught me — a very Swiss approach
to grids and certain typography, and everything
coming down to maths, basically. A mathematical approach to design. So I really just imported
it wholesale. Even down to the fact that we chose
Helvetica, because Helvetica was used at The
Guardian prior to the redesign.

“I don’t necessarily think that
things have to make sense.”
So, Businessweek was kind of built on those
lessons I’d learned. And then it took on a life of
its own. I think the redesign was launched in like
April or something, and it got a little bit of
attention at the time. But it was quite boring. It
was quite representative and clenched. It was a
bit too gridded, it was a bit too newspaper-y in
a way. And then we just started to fuck around
with the covers a little bit. And then people really
responded to that. So then that gave us a little
more encouragement to fuck around; to be a bit
more experimental and a bit more playful with

the covers. And then the inside happened a little
bit after that. We kind of loosened up a bit.
What we were trying to do there was to take
something which is really niche; a traditionally
niche subject matter—big business and a magazine that appeared in dentist oﬃces—and to try
to give it a new look. To not necessarily cater
exclusively for that audience, but to try and
broaden the audience — well,
no real desire to broaden the
audience, but to broaden the
types of ways that you could
tell these stories. To try and
give the traditional, fussy
business-y stories a bit more
of an identity.
Could you ever gauge
how that audience
was responding?
The traditional audience?
Yeah! They usually
responded quite hostly
[laughs].
I suppose to them it was kind of controversial. It was kind of a magazine of middle
America, or rather a sort of conservative, executive type person would tend to be the person who
bought Businessweek. And I don’t know if we lost
a ton of those people, but we certainly gained a
lot of younger people; women as well I think.
And I don’t have the numbers to back this
narrative, but the impression that we got is that
we suddenly engaged with a diﬀerent type of
audience. You would be more likely to see people
in Williamsburg reading it than people in the

George Lois’ “The Passion of Muhammad Ali”
cover for Esquire (1968).
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Upper East Side. We definitely shifted a bit in
terms of who the design was appealing to.
As a graphic designer working in a commercial
environment, you look at things that you assume
you can’t do — you might look at Metahaven or
experimental contemporary graphic designers,
and think that there’s no way to import any of
that into my middle of the road mainstream
magazine, because there’s
just not going to be an
appetite for that. But, I
think we discovered that
you can. As designers and practitioners, it’s
kind of our own baggage
that we look at Metahaven
and say, “Oh, I really like
that! But that’s not going
to crossover here. We can’t
do that.” When we started
talking about design at
Businessweek, we would
start in the process of
putting up five diﬀerent
ideas of how the cover could
be or five diﬀerent ideas for how an inside spread
could be. If we were to use a few of the techniques that we were looking at in kind of more
experimental design practices — they actually
received a lot more attention — people were not
as hostile; they didn’t react in as hostile a way as
you might think they would. And if you were to
present them with something which in some
ways you might think was quite controversial—
stretched type or something —actually, those
signals, only we see. But actually your average
consumer, they don’t really look at the

Bloomberg Businessweek cover (2012).
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typography or these things. The signs and the
symbols in the kind of the work that we do, they
respond to entirely diﬀerent sets of things.
I remember there often being presented something that I would consider out there, or a little
bit edgy, and they would be curious about why
we had taken that approach, but then ask things
about the color. Questioning things like, “Why is
that pink?” My point being that they kind of
gravitate towards things that I would change in
a heartbeat. “Oh...we can make that RED! That’s
all that’s wrong? You liked everything else?”
And I’d get, “Yeah, yeah!” They just totally didn’t
understand...
Do you think there’s a visceral response
to the work? I have a couple of magazines
at home that I just love to look through
still, and I have shown them to people
who have responded confused as to what
they were looking at. They maybe don’t
know what’s wrong or what’s weird, but
they sort of don’t know what to make of
it. Specifically, the “How-To” issue, “The
Year Ahead,” and “The Design Issue.”
All of those issues were special issues as well.
They were times where we were able to sort of
take the magazine for a walk, as we described
it. That “Year Ahead” issue, it’s ironic, because
that was sort of the one that broke me, I suppose.
That was interesting, because by that point,
we had really been allowed so much freedom,
and we’d kind of built up so much power internally, and we’d built up a lot of trust internally,
and nobody cared about that issue internally.
Everyone hated it. Just nobody wanted to do it.

It was a pain to everybody to do, because it
was a commercial imperative. We had sold a
conference, so we had to do this stupid magazine.
I’m a big Tibor Kalman fan, and so I’m very
interested in vernacular.
So I was looking at these
old newspapers and just
finding weird things. So,
this came from this weird
old newspaper I found
with no grids, or at least
a very limited amount
of grids, but this incredible energy that gets
generated from there. So that was the basis of
this issue. Just everything being irregular, and
everything kind of being oﬀ.
One thing that I always wonder about
that type of thing is that it seems like
there’s sort of a mythology surrounding
graphic design that you’re kind of trying
to break down, or something. Is that true
at all?
I don’t know about the mythology, but what I’m
trying to do is I’m trying to make work interesting to me. That’s where it comes from. Certainly,
at this point, doing a weekly magazine, we do
quite a lot of stuﬀ. And the nature of the beast
was that we were just rolling through ideas very
fucking quickly. There was a lot. It was quite a
beast. Three articles in it every week. The
magazine would take like three days to do. Three
days of producing the magazine, two days of just
recovering from it. So three days of very intensive design in which we throw a lot of diﬀerent
things out there, and it just kind of created a bit

of lethargy — exhaustion, really. We were constantly trying to find hooks that got you interested or led you into certain ways or you would
be taken down interesting paths. Not just
looking at other magazines, I suppose. Trying to
figure it out. And I’m still doing it, we’re doing
some stuﬀ for this magazine 032C, and we’re
trying to find the feel, trying to get something
that’s leading you somewhere, that kind of holds
your attention. But that you can build on without
being entirely — copying for the sake of copying.
Well I guess most weekly design magazines would have a template that they’d
fill out.
As we did, to a certain extent. The Businessweek
template was a huge opening section. An incredible template. Incredibly thoughtful. And the way
that we’d think about that when we had small
opportunities or moments to illustrate articles,
we would be as free as we could possibly be
within the context of that kind of space. You’d
have the rigor. The graphic design philosophy
was kind of like graﬃti. We’d think about objects
being like graﬃti sitting on top of the grid. And
the tension of them not necessarily sitting in the
right space or that kind of dissonance — that
would happen from things not being quite right.
And that creates an interest...
...creates an interest, exactly.
Is it the constraint of the platform that
allows for the play to happen?

Tibor Kalman portrait from the cover of
Perverse Optimist (2000).
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Yeah. It’s funny you say that, because I’ve been
kind of hired here at Wieden + Kennedy to try to
bring a little bit of diﬀerent thinking to the ad
environment — and one of the lanes that we’ve
opened up for ourselves is the opportunity to use
the tools of the oﬃce. We have a workshop, we
have massive printers, we’ve got editing suites,
we’ve got a lot of massive equipment. We don’t
really use it. We don’t really use it for our own
ends. We use it for clients. Sometimes they don’t
even use it for clients. Sometimes they just sit
there. And I came in and said, “Well, look. Let’s
just use it. Let’s just try and figure out ways of
using these tools to create our own work.”

Cover for “The Year Ahead” (2013).
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read a single article, but you could kind of skip
through it, read the captions, look at the pictures,
read the headlines — the normal behavior of
someone who is just skipping through — and feel
that you’d still got five bucks worth.
Yeah, that’s great.
But you could then dip into the stories and read
the stories you’d want. But the magazine reading
experience is now — and probably has been
forever — maybe not so much in the ’60s when all
there was to do inside a magazine was read
it — they’re not vehicles for studious reading.
They’re things to flip through and be stimulated
by. So, I guess at Businessweek we were trying to
make both options available.
Then, I guess at MTV — MTV was just more
content-y. I got hired to sort of take some of the
energy and thinking about covers and use it to
make interstitials and topical bumpers.
Sort of like breaking the tools or misusing them?
Yeah, but even before you get to breaking the
tools, the biggest problem I’ve found is that
creative restraint — creative limitation — is
something that the entire fucking ad industry is
sort of built on, which is responding to briefs.
You know, “We have some shoes to sell, we want
to sell them to females 24–32...” and it creates an
apparatus or a structure around an idea which
allows for corporate results. So here I come and
turn up and say, “We’re just gonna do anything
we want.” And it’s just like — that ability that we
have as a kid to just pick up a piece of paper and
draw — we’ve sort of lost that. I think we

probably don’t want to do it, because in some
ways we are probably quite happy just doing our
normal job, without really wanting to be like
fucking around — totally fair enough. But that
need for creative constraints is what I’m kind
of pushing against. It’s not a completely
original idea, though.

A lot of what I’m interested in within
your work and in my own is looking at
what the frame that’s holding the content
is and how you can sort of reveal it
actively; like perform it. I feel like
Bloomberg performs a magazine — it
performs the design of a magazine in
real-time as you’re reading it. Is that
something that you do consciously?

But it does break through. People look at
these things and they notice.
Well, you’re going back to what we were talking
about with Businessweek. We learned a lot from
New York Magazine, actually — it was a magazine that you could graze, that you didn’t have to

That’s an interesting way of putting it. I suppose
that you’re talking about voice to a certain extent.
And sort of what the voice of these things is and
how you present that voice. I like having a kind
of cast of characters, and if you were really to

Spread from “The How to Issue” (2013).
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extract that idea, then a magazine’s voice is sort
of carried in not only what words mean, but in
what they look like and the typography and the
essence of the m, and the way the captions are
read, and the furniture, and the playfulness or
lack of playfulness therein.
Ultimately, all of these things are produced
by a small group of people. I guess, I’ve always
encouraged that small group of people to be as
vocal and be as expressive as they can within the
confines of whatever work we’re doing at that
given time, whatever that platform is. I suppose
Businessweek, the limitations were that it mostly
had to be in Helvetica, or at least in Druk, so we
had a couple of type options. And we would say
to people who would start, “You can do anything
you like, but it’s got to be in Helvetica.”

And, I suppose at MTV, it’s kind of like, “You can
do anything you’d like but it can only be 15-seconds long, and it’s got to have the logo on it.”
It’s an interesting point about the performance aspect to it, because it’s not something
I’ve really considered before, but thinking about
it, I can see a through-line from particularly
what I’m doing here with Wieden; having people
reoccur and allowing them that kind of

Finance section opener from “The Year
Ahead” (2013).
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opportunity. Particularly MTV, but here as well,
you have these people — these actual faces that
appear periodically in the videos. It can be a bit
performance-esque.
I often think about how you try on these
skins of diﬀerent cultural visual languages. It sort of is a
character study or role
playing. Like, “This
issue is gonna feel like
x,” or, “this issue’s going
to feel like a car
advertisement.”
No, you’re right.
I wonder about the
headspace of that. I’ve
started to kind of
analyze that in myself
and don’t know how to
articulate it sometimes.
I have to explain my
own design methodology, and a lot of what I do, I start thinking, “Ok, I’m going to pretend that I’m
the person who designs the buttons for
Amazon. And, I’m going to start from
scratch and design them from scratch,
because I want to see what actually goes
into something as dumb and simple as
that. I don’t know if that’s at all how
you think.

I don’t think I ever really ever put myself in the
voice of anyone else. But it also should be
said that I don’t really do very much. I feel a lot
of the time like more of a ringleader of others,
rather than someone who actually gets their
hands dirty. It’s more about encouraging a kind
of creativity and a playfulness in others. And any
platform has its rules; has its
limitations. Again, coming
back to some of the stuﬀ we’re
doing here, on Instagram.
It’s going to appear in a certain
place in a certain way, and
yet, video does allow multiple
diﬀerent options, and when you
start messing around with any
new software that you can use
in various diﬀerent ways and
any kind of visual media, then
it can become kind of limitless,
but ultimately it’s still that
shape. There are still consistencies. Understanding that people
will probably only pay attention
to it for that amount of time.
And certainly, it’s going to be surrounded by
other stuﬀ. I suppose each platform does dictate
those sorts of things, and it’s just trying to find
yourself enough consistency inside them for it
to have some degree of consistency, but you have
the freedom to explore that all the way up
and down.
Right. Is there a goal to disorient or
defamiliarize the audience with the
thing? Like, “What is Instagram?”
when I’m looking at that.

Selection from WK.TV, Wieden + Kennedy’s
playground Instagram account for
experimentation (2016–present).
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Instagram. Sometimes you just post a selfie,
but the opportunity within Instagram for longer
content appeared fairly quickly. When you first
posted, you couldn’t edit captions, in fact the
captions would have to be pretty short. But quite
quickly into that process, you could edit the
captions or slide in a 400-word caption. So it
was like, “Fuck it, we can just put content in
here.” I wouldn’t really describe myself as trying
to break those platforms, or to trying to make
those platforms do things they’re not really
supposed to do...but kind of, a bit! Just to understand that there are more opportunities within
those kinds of places than just to put pictures
of food and stuﬀ.

No. I mean, it’s funny, because when I was at
MTV one of the things we did was we created the
News Instagram thing. I never really paid
attention to Instagram. In fact, I sort of hated it,
but I realized very quickly that we needed it in a
profound way in this moment, because nobody’s
watching fucking TV. And then quickly understanding the similarities with magazines and the
ability that we have —because we’re somewhat
professionalized—that we could create these
templates, create these environments that were
vaguely reminiscent of what could potentially be
in a magazine, and the rhetoric around legacy
media, and then starting to use Instagram as
a publishing platform. There is no diﬀerence to
me, conceptually — particularly now that you can
write in 600 words into an Instagram post — in
the way you access a piece of content in

Selections from MTV—No Chill (2016).
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I think I’m interested in how when I look
at some of the work you’ve done, I feel
like I’m looking at the thing for the first
time. Like, “Well, how are magazines
supposed to look?” And that’s kind of
where that question came from. In the
past I’ve heard you talk about chaos.
I love this quote where you said you anted
to, “Watch a car crash but also be riding
in the car.” I’ve never heard anybody talk
about graphic design that way. I wonder
what drives you towards chaos.
I feel that’s where we get new ideas from; when
you don’t really know what you’re doing. When
you’re sort of unsure of where you’re going, you
make a diﬀerent type of decision. I dunno, I’m
not particularly conformist, I suppose. I guess
I get this from my mother, or something, but
when somebody says, “We want it that way,”
that’s never a very good idea with me. Because

then I just say, “Well, why?” So I supposed I’ve
always been a little bit counter-intuitive; trying
to push myself to be interested in the work as
well, actually. It’s kind of boring just doing the
same thing over and over again every time.
I think also I have a kind of combative nature as
well — I saw it at MTV, and I’m definitely feeling
it here — where, what I’m suggesting is not what
we’re doing at the moment. There’s no point in
me coming to an agency like Wieden and saying,
“Right, we’re gonna make TV ads!” You know
what I mean? Like making a fucking Nike ad.
Because we’ve been shitting those things out for
years. So nobody needs me to make a Nike ad.
I’ve no interest in doing that. So I figured
out — and not too dissimilar from MTV to a
certain extent — “Well, what can I do that is
going to be diﬀerent? How can we approach this
problem a diﬀerent way?” Where you see a
certain way of working and try to approach those
kind of problems in a way that isn’t repetitive of
all the processes that were already in place. And
in doing that you can generate an energy around
those things. I suppose that, you know, “being in
a car crash,” is sort of—you feel a little bit alive.
It can be quite stressful, too.
Is it nerve-racking at all? How do yo
commit to such wild ideas?
Yeah. It’s not always smooth-running. It’s funny
— so far, anyway, knock on wood — it’s not that
I’ve always been right, but I haven’t necessarily
been wrong. I don’t know how to put this without
being absurdly bigheaded, but I think I’m
interested in what’s coming. I’m not very interested in what’s happening. So, I supposed I’ve

always tried to look for the next new thing. I’m
on a constant search for the next new thing. Even
within myself — and that can be in terms
of clothes, music — I do have an insatiable thirst
for diﬀerent approaches.
So, knowing that’s part of my being, it’s not
surprising that it comes out in my work in that
way. I’ve been lucky enough to allow myself that.
To apply some of that thinking in a practical
sense. I’ve been lucky enough to work on projects
that enable me to do that, and take things that
I see which aren’t in the mainstream culture and
start to play around with it in mainstream
culture or to amplify them a bit. So, I suppose
I’m just a thief, really, that just takes — honestly,
though — that sees things that are interesting
that I’m not doing and wondering if we should be
thinking about things in that way. And I suppose
since working with MTV — to people your age

it must sound so trite—but seeing the fundamental way that social media is changing — and
it’s self-evident now with the Trump administration right now that its deftly coming home to
roost — but this huge force of change. And, if
you want to talk about platforms, I’ve gone from
Newspapers to Magazines to TV to Advertising.
Each one of those things just got hit. So I’ve
seen—being around at a certain level— each
one of those industries be confronted by digital
media and cell phones; like a power-change in
the way we receive information. Each industry
responds to that slightly diﬀerent. It’s not as if it’s
stopped. This stuﬀ is absolutely still going on,
but I suppose that’s probably also groomed me
into a kind of behavior which is very much about
trying to figure out the next bit of where this is
going, rather than where it’s at and repeating
stuﬀ that’s going on at the moment.
A lot of what I’m thinking about these
days is how these constructions, like
these media platforms or even logos or
even music to an extent, are something
that sort of have power over us, or shape
who we are. And we see ourselves in
these things that aren’t us. What are your
thoughts on how these things that are
outside of ourselves — these platforms or
constructs or things that we exist inside —
are informing who we are. People used to
show oﬀ their bookcase at home and be
like, “These are the books I’m reading.”
That’s not you, it’s just somebody else’s
ideas. I’m always curious of the people
who are shaping some of those platforms
or contexts — do you think you’re kind of

Selections from MTV—No Chill (2016).
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shaping the culture and identity through
these platforms?
I don’t personally feel I am, but I do think I’m
reflecting it a little bit more. I think I’ve been
allowed to orbit around the more experimental
places, and have carved out a bit of a place that
allows me to explore those things, but I don’t
really feel like a pioneer in any grave sense.
I don’t know if this is necessarily what you’re
asking, but I think the pioneers of this world are
the Zuckerbergs. That, to me, is fundamental
change. However clawing an analogy, they are
the rockstars of our time. I think that my
work — certainly since MTV and Bloomberg to a
certain extent — has been about talking about it
and reacting to it. Being an active participant in
the feeling of living through this sort of change.
Is it about revealing the chaos beneath
the sheen?
Maybe. I never really thought about it like that,
either. I definitely like a chaotic approach. I don’t
need things to be super straightforward in terms
of the work that we do. I don’t necessarily think
that things have to make sense.
I also wonder — there’s the process side of
what happens, on this side of things,
that’s fun and exciting to be involved in,
which is what I love about design. That’s
why I was drawn to it. And then there’s
the audience. Do you think about the role
chaos plays with your audience?

“I feel that’s where we get new
ideas from; when you don’t
really know what you’re doing.”
Sometimes. If you look at some of the stuﬀ I do
now, no. I think, much more for me at the
moment, in terms of my role in this agency, it’s
far less about what the work actually is, it’s just
about getting people to make more stuﬀ. Which
is very counterintuitive. If you’re going to talk to
people who’ve come from professionalized media,
they like to make a point of, “Quality, quality,
quality. People want quality.” You hear that all
the fucking time. I don’t buy it. I don’t think it’s
true. There’s a degree of quality which comes
across — but in an environment with Disney
being the kind of shining North Star of quality
entertainment — we’re going to have a Star Wars
movie once a year — twice if you include the
straight-to-DVD release this summer — once a
year for the rest of our lives. Quantity is absolutely fucking with us. Disney is kind of a poor
example because it mixes quality and quantity,
but we are in a quantity environment. And
pretending that we’re not, and pretending that
people want just a couple of really good things
every year — yeah, ok, fair enough. Do a couple
of really good things a year. But understand that
once someone’s seen that really good thing that’s
taken you six months to do, they’re gonna go
onto the next thing, which someone’s taken 30
seconds to do, and might actually be better than
the thing that’s taken you six months to do.
You’ve got to be honest with the way that you
consume, that we consume. We don’t just sit in

these bubbles, and just because it’s made by a
squire or fucking BBC or something that kind of
gives it a sort of legitimacy, that doesn’t necessarily mean that people absorb that information
in the way that you would hope them to do,
because they may like the cat video more than
the kind of big important piece that you’ve sweat
and killed yourself over because it’s gonna win
awards. It’s just sort of being dishonest to your
own practice, I think — not practice, but your life.

It’s real. You can’t argue with that.
But you can mess with what’s in it.
Yeah, yeah, right. Because you really need a
legitimacy. Or, you don’t need a legitimacy, but
having a sense of legitimacy, whether someone’s
paid for it, or whatever. You can’t just start to
toss oﬀ crazy weird videos with no platform, but
maybe a weird video with a Snickers thing at the
end. Is that what you mean?
Well, for example, I look to Radiohead as
an example in terms of how they sort of
play with platforms. Their latest album
campaign was to
delete their entire
online presence.
And that was a big
enough gesture,
that it actually got
people interested.
It’s all about removing platforms, or
choosing weird
channels to feed
things through.
And I feel like that’s also what you’re
getting at, too. Like, “Instagram would
be a weird place for x” or “A business
magazine would be a weird place for x.”

I think a lot about legitimacy and viability and the consumer, and what makes
something viable. Like, a sort of threshold of consumer viability.
Define viability.
Like viability in terms of something
people can believe is real. So, what is
real? You know, you go to a CVS and
there’s a price tag, and the price tag
makes the thing behind the price tag
real, because you can buy it. So, if you’re
kind of discombobulating that on these
platforms. Like, you’ve had the opportunity to have platforms, where you can
bring things that people wouldn’t consider to be, maybe, legitimate in that way,
or viable, and make them legitimate
because they’re on the platform.
Or because they just have a little logo, which
kind of legitimizes it.
Yeah. If it’s in a magazine, if it’s in print,
if it’s at a news stand, you can buy it.

Well it’s quite flattering you say that. I feel like
I’d be overplaying my hand if I was to totally
agree with that. But you’re just talking about
events — how we’ve become so eventized.
Like this magazine we’re doing at the moment,
032c, where I have this vision of contemporary
culture being this kind of hybridized

mythological creature. I see it as kind of like this
dog, like Cerberus, but instead of having three
dog heads, having like millions of snake heads.
The idea being visualizing this culture or populous or the world media being this dog with
20,000 snake heads with just snakes grinding
around and disagreeing and fighting each other
and this dog smashing itself against the wall
not being able to pick a direction and being torn
apart. But then, the only way that the dog can
move forward is if there’s enough razzle-dazzle,
something so bright and so strident that you
can’t ignore it, so that enough of the heads look
in that direction and
the dog stumbles
forward and smashes
into another wall. Do
you know what I mean?
Sort of as a way of
articulating Trump.
What he’s really good at
doing is creating enough
attention that all these
disparate heads point
in the same direction
momentarily. And I don’t think that’s a modern
construct, but I do think — like Radiohead
deleting their entire back-catalogue — these
gestural events are becoming more important
because it’s becoming more diﬃcult to break
through the sash of what we experience on a
day-to-day basis. Like this thing we’re doing
with 032C, this German a magazine, is we’re
exploring this idea of the way we experience
media now. Like with me, I’ll sort of wake up in
the morning, turn on my fucking phone, look at
twitter, see what’s going on, look at Instagram,

Drawing of Cerberus by William Blake (1824).
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get up, walk to the school, drop my kids at school,
put my headphones on, listen to music, get into
work with a certain music — just like the way we
kind of — Radiohead is ironic because I was
listening to them this week — you’re listening to
something like “There, There,” or something and
just experiencing things like Amazon — this
blend of terrible images; this horrible stuﬀ going
on with Trump and healthcare mixed with
Kristen Stewart’s new haircut all through this
soundtrack.

that exact same thing is going to increase the
sash even more. But to the point of bastardizing
or perverting platforms, it sort of becomes about
how you try to break through. It’s like a dog
pissing on a tree, isn’t it — just staking your claim.
Do you think with the world being as
chaotic as it is now, that chaos plays as
well in terms of getting peoples’
attention?

thing. And in England, at the Royal College of
Art, there was definitely a sea change — and I
don’t really know where it came from — of just
being really scared about making sure the
designer didn’t get in the way of the message.
And I don’t necessarily think we’re out of that
state of mind, if I’m being honest with you. I
think you see people who do it — the Metahavens
of this world. But that’s all self-authored stuﬀ . I
mean, I guess some of my stuﬀ is self-authored.

I don’t think there’s a simple answer to that. You
can make a cogent answer. Again, it’s almost like
the quality over quantity thing. We’re going to
make a very simple, direct message and it’s going
to be very straightforward.
I think the personality that I see in the
work that I love, and in your work, is
what draws me to it. And, at RISD, it’s
often very typographic and pure. Yes,
there’s play, but it’s almost in the Dutch
sense. I’ve been trying to bring a little bit
more energy and rawness to my work.
Maybe that’s kind of how we got ourselves in
this situation. It’s a very cliché way of thinking,
but this torrent of stuﬀ that’s getting pumped
into our eyeballs. But it has created an environment where we’re not really shocked anymore. It
takes a lot to permeate or break through that low
level of scaling — anything on a sort of emotional
scale requires a lot of talent — not a lot of talent,
but something beyond the normal capabilities
of media and communications. So we all have to
think of diﬀerent ways to popularize something,
and the problem with that is that everyone doing

Selection from WK.TV, Wieden + Kennedy’s
playground Instagram account for
experimentation (2016–Present).
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I grew up in the time of David Carson, and
I remember very distinctly in the early 2000’s
there being a real
reaction towards
expressive graphic
design. Graphic design
was about apparatus. It
was about serving the
idea, serving the subject
matter. It became a lot
more of a recessive

David Carson’s cover for an issue of
Raygun (1993).

But, it’s diﬃcult to line up a piece of experimental Dutch design and a piece of commercial
American design, or a book. It’s not a fair comparison. But I think people are just a little bit
afraid to make a kind of a statement, aren’t they?
Or maybe as Designers we feel comfortable
operating in very tight corners. Also, there’s
something in art practice, which is that a lot of
what art practice is about is finding the most
oblique position and then going a little bit
further. It’s about a point of no return, where this
idea can get no simpler. Not all art practice is
like that, but I think there definitely is a sense
of trying to find that position. That probably
comes from working on something for a long
time where you kind of cut stuﬀ out, back, back,

Work from Metahaven’s Tumblr (2016).
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back, until it’s literally just the nub of the idea.
And that’s fine...if that idea is fucking good. But
it’s increasingly hard to make the case that the
idea is always as good as you think it is — again,
in the midst of everyone else following a
certain pattern.
I guess I wonder what allowed for the
kind of expression or personality that
comes through in your work to have a
place in our culture — American culture.
Yeah, if you’re Metahaven and you have
some way of funding the work that’s
great. But you actually have the resources
of major media companies.
Yeah, well, I suppose at Businessweek,
Bloomberg didn’t know what they were doing,
so we were allowed to build this magazine and
have that voice. And at MTV there was just a lot
of stuﬀ flying around. I mean, a lot of the stuﬀ
I did at MTV was really a part of the fact that
the place was just falling apart. I’d signed a
two-year contract, and I was like, “Fuck it.”
There was a point where I was just like, I’ve got
an opportunity now, but I don’t have a boss.
Nobody’s telling me what to do. They’d fired the
boss. And I just said, “Ok, well I want to do this.”
And then I’d maneuvered myself into a position
where I could do it and we got approval for it.
But in any other circumstance we would never
have gotten that kind of approval. And that may
have been the time when that car crash quote
came from, just knowing this thing could be
make or break, really.

Does it make you nervous? Is it exciting?
Yeah, I mean, you’re not really pulling people
from burning buildings. The level of risk is
minimal, really, in the great scheme of things.
It’s just kind of like pride. But I also feel quite
lucky with Businessweek. Maybe, I’ll rue this
decision that I made a few years ago, or I’ll
reflect on it diﬀerently in a few years time, but
I don’t really think I’ve got anything to prove.
I was lucky at Businessweek that it captured a
sort of zeitgeist and that it placed me somewhere.

Wieden — then you end up getting hired by
places like this, where — I’m gonna use a horrible
term, but as a bit of a “change agent” — which is
a kind of awful job, really, if I’m being honest
with you — well, not awful, but you’re the person
who is just constantly trying to do new things
and constantly trying to tell people what they’re
doing is not going to be relevant, and that’s not
necessarily the news people want to hear. And
I’m not really coming from much of a place of
legitimacy in that — there’s no reason why the
creative director here should listen to me about
why I think their work sucks.
Well, you have good intuition.
Well, not intuition. I can just look at them and
say, honestly, just to zoom out and say, “What do
you think? Do you see yourself doing this job in
five years time, 10 years time, 15 years time?” I’m
never going to be very popular for doing that.

And I’m not really interested in legacy and stuﬀ
like that. I don’t really have big concerns about
that, you know, if I die. I genuinely don’t care.
But, if I was to suddenly decide to care, then I’ve
got this stupid fucking business magazine that
people still come and want to talk to me about.
In a career sense, I feel kind of insulated from it
all going totally awry. I will probably find a job
somewhere. At some level. I might have to
readjust my standard of living, but ultimately,
I’m probably always going to have a job. So that
gives me a cushion to allow me to care a little bit
less, and to be a bit braver. And talk about

I guess when you were describing the kind
of stewing that you do when you come in
here — the music and all that. You’re sort
of not eschewing any of that. It’s sort of
saying, “All of this can come into this
work.” Because that’s what’s going on.
I think a lot about distortion and feedback
loops as a way to describe what I’m
interested in. Not that I necessarily have a
strong understanding of the media theory
behind those terms, but just in how things
feed into themselves and that’s where the
irony or the humor comes in, when
something comments on itself or when
you see it somewhere it doesn’t belong,

right? It’s like if you’re talking about
Kristen Stewart’s haircut entering
your brain, it’s going into everyone else’s
brain at the same time, because they’re
seeing that thing. Where else does it
appear where it doesn’t belong?
So you’re talking about meme culture or something like that?
Memes are interesting to me in how they
catch fire —
Well, I mean memes in terms of this thing that
just sort of —
Expands and reverberates —
Well, and also just sort of losing any sense of
history of itself, almost. It becomes that something gets removed from itself. The image
becomes removed from the story.
Is that something that happens in your
mind, when you’re working. I am really
curious about the process. And the whole
studio environment here at W+K. How
do you set the stage? What’s the M.O. of
the day? Is it like, “Ok. Go to your desk
and...” How’s it pitched to the designers?
I don’t really encourage it very much at all. I just
sort of let people play. In the amount of time that
we can give people the opportunity to play, just
explore themes that are of interest to you. And
then, I guess if you’re talking specifically about
process and how we work here, it’s kind of that

Spread from Bloomberg Businessweek
“The How to Issue” (2013).
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then they’ll send me that thing, or they’ll talk
to me about it and we’ll shape into something
that kind of feels interesting, without there being
any kind of reason for it to be too formulaic in
approach. I mean there’s no big formula in
having produced it or how we think about that.
It’s like I said before, a lot of what I do is work
with others and encourage people to find diﬀerent opportunities. And I suppose the feedback
loop — it’s hard to get out of the feedback loop
in terms of social media, because you’re constantly liking, commenting, sharing. It honestly
doesn’t really impact me. It’s kind of interesting
that certain things take oﬀ. I genuinely quite like
that — most people that grow up in a commercial
world really resist the idea of data informing
their creativity — I’ve found it really interesting.
I find it really interesting when one thing kind
of takes oﬀ or makes an impact over another
thing, and trying to drill down the reasons why
that one thing worked, or that one thing made
a cultural impact and the other thing didn’t. 90%
of the creative people would fucking just jump
out the window.

Well, I think that’s why Trump’s so
fascinating is because you have to figure
out why. You don’t have a choice.

Actual Tweet from Donald Trump (2017).
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The Trump thing comes back to that kind of
media shit storm, isn’t it? The Trump philosophy
is kind of that you can never — he’ll just tweet
something out which is outrageously stupid, or
whatever, and everyone will go “Ah!” and a few
hours later there’s another one and everyone goes
“Ah!”...it’s this constant sort of —
And he’s got the feedback loop down
because he tweets, then they tweet about
his tweet, and then the news — the news
is news.
Yeah. Let’s not talk about Trump...
Yeah...I wonder about the political
position of subversive design — a desire to
shift the visual landscape or discombobulate it is sort of a political stance, would
you agree? Is there a political underpinning to your work?
Yeah, I think everything is, in some form or
another, maybe echoing that. I guess you just
make decisions when you start working, whether
you want to just sort of repeat or not. And it’s
not a bad thing, to repeat, but if you want to kind
of exist in a world of existing symbols and
images — and I don’t actually think of my work
as being much diﬀerent from that, it’s kind of
weird to hear you come and say that it is — but...
Well, is an interest in chaos a political
stance in the world of design?

I don’t really care about the world of design.
Well, I do care about the world of design, but
I don’t look at my work as being something in
the context of the world of design. And it’s not for
being snarky, it’s just that I just try to do something — I suppose the bottom line is — at the
moment I really don’t care much about audience
and it’s much more kind of internally facing and
just trying to get us to think about and make
stuﬀ and think about that kind of process of
making stuﬀ and how you might then apply it to
a kind of client, or ladder up. So the process that
is an external process — because a lot of the stuﬀ
that we do we put out on Instagram and you can
see us fucking around is actually an internal
process that has a kind of external window.
But it comes back to that I don’t really have
anything to prove. I don’t really care if what
we do isn’t picked out or isn’t particularly good
graphic design. The process at the moment is
more interesting to me than the output. Which
again is why maybe that chimed a little bit,
what you said before about it being almost like
performance, because I think it probably of is.
I think it’s kind of quite true. I think certainly at
the moment it’s kind of quite performance-like.
But again, I think it’s kind of an echo of how
culture is. Everything feels like a bit of a performance. Someone regularly tweeting feels like
a bit of a performance. You’re part of a bigger
conversation, but ultimately you’re just sort of
in an environment where a lot of people are
conforming to the crowd — or just are the
crowd, watching.

Various covers, Bloomberg Businessweek.
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UP NEXT: MORE PROJECTS

The Bagel Emoji
EMOJI & PROPOSAL

The Bagel Emoji is an attempt to point to the system of Emojis
as a space for cultural influence. When we communicate through
a language designed and decided by an organization—for all
intents and purposes, the first ever corporate language—we begin
to communicate with one another on somebody else’s very specific
terms. We share ideas and concepts that somebody else has, quite
literally, predetermined for us. But the Unicode Consortium, the
quiet gatekeepers of the Emoji language, accepts proposals and
is constantly expanding the Emoji keyboard. By somehow feeding
my own ideas, my own Jewish identity, my own sense of humor,
and my own interests into the pool of Emojis, can I actually,
in some small way, aﬀect the culture that’s taking part in this
new form of communication?

“AMERICANS
S
UNITED SO EEMED NO LONGER
FEELINGS AS MUCH BY COMMON
B
WHAT BINDS Y COMMON IMAGES:
US
WE STOOD W BECAME WHAT
ITNESS TO.”
DAVID FOSTER
WALLACE
E UNIBUS PL
UR AM

LEFT
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INTRODUCTION

Detail of the proposed Emoji.

Slides from the Emoji proposal presentation.
The proposal makes a case for many bagellike foods across cultures, a high demand for
the a begel Emoji, and even points out the
popular dating app “Coffee Meets Bagel” as
an example of the bagel’s ubiquity and societal
connotations.
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Urban Aberrations
INSTALLATION

Urban Aberrations was a collaborative installation with Boyang
Xia ’17. The project seeks to interrupt everyday urban spaces with
moments of subtle imagination and gentle confusion. A series of
fabricated museum exhibition-style framing devices, the project
treats existing, slightly confusing urban sites within Providence as
if they have elaborate backstories worth celebrating. The installation attempts to activate oft-neglected urban spaces, making the
same people who casually pass them by everyday stop, think, and
consider them as potentially compelling. Could these stories be
true? Are they too fantastic to believe? We attempted to craft our
narratives to toe the line between believability and absurdity, so
that the answers were never clear.

“MEDIATION CREATES FACTS
THAT REALITY IMITATES.”
SØREN ANDREASON & LARS BANG LARSEN
THE CRITICAL MASS OF MEDIATION

“RITUA
L
SEP S...ARE A
FROM T ARATING SOMKIND OF FRAM
A PAINT HE EVERYDA E EXPERIEN E,
C
IN
Y
TO WHA G’S FRAME, C. A MUSEUM, LE
T IS INS
IKE
ALLS A
BOUND IDE IT AND TTENTION
ARIES F
SE TS T
THE AR OR WHERE HE
T ENDS
.”
TOM VA
YOU MA NDERBILT
Y A LS O
LIKE

One of many pedestrians who
stopped to read the placards.
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Concrete Capsules, 2012

Apogee, 1972

1

2

3

Dan Liner
American b. 1976

Rachel Waybecher
German b. 1933

Iris Kelper
German b. 1933

This square incision marks the location of one of
street artist Dan Liner’s numerous Concrete Capsules. In the ongoing project, Liner illegally buries
time capsules under wet cement at live construction sites. He then stamps this square into
the cement to cryptically mark the locations.
Though Liner asserts that he, in fact, has buried
these capsules, no evidence exists that they actually exist. In order to dig them up, the concrete
must be penetrated, posing questions about the
capsules’ value and the cost of destruction at the
prospect of ‘buried treasure.’ Liner has traveled
the world burying his capsules in concrete, but
has instructed that they remain left alone for 84
years, well past the artist’s own lifetime.

In 1972, Rachel Waybecher was commissioned
by urban planner Joseph Thomason to design
the brick patterns of Market Square; one year
after the building of Providence’s Historic T.F.
Green Airport. The bricks are arranged to trace
the flight paths of planes flying to and from the
Providence area. This point, or apogee, marks the
convergence of the four flight paths, symbolizing
the “strength and prosperity wished upon those
leaving Providence or returning home,” said Waybecher upon completion.
This thinner line of bricks points in the direction of the state capitol. If one walks at the
pace of one step per second, they will remain in
tandem with an overhead jet.

This square marks the site of an infamous, abandoned commission by world-renowned sculptor Iris Kelper. In 1963, Kelper was awarded the
Roger Williams Arts Beneficiary in Sculpture,
and was commissioned to create a lasting work
that would “encapsulate Providence’s authentic
spirit.” Kelper worked on the project for nearly 7
years, going through tens of iterations, ultimately unable to fully realize her ambitious vision. In
1970, Kepler fell victim to a mysterious airborne
illness, resulting in a tragic and untimely death.
The space was subsequently filled with this simple, meditative brick pattern in remembrance of
Kelper’s hard work and dedication.

All three installations, each with
its own back-story. Writing the content
felt like slipping into a performative frame
of mind, enacting the style and verbal
languages of the museum curator.

THIS SPREAD
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The Patriot Pillow & Tote
DIGITALLY
EMBROIDERED
PILLOW

SCREENPRINTED
TOTE BAG

Nationalistic symbols are inherently vague, meaning diﬀerent
things to diﬀerent segments of society. This project toys with
the ambiguous emotional weight associated with the American
flag. The pillow expresses a sense of frustration and dejection, in
a form that recalls the quaint nostalgia of colonial patriotism.
The jarring use of the expletive within this ubiquitous symbol
of patriotism reflects the confusion of being an American patriot
in the 21st century, at once embodying and defying the flag.
The pillow’s inherent form, usually a symbol of domestic comfort,
further stresses this confusion through absurd materiality
subversion.
As an extension, I mass-produced and sold tote bags of the
same design. Channeling an art object into a commodity for
self-expression allowed me to see my design in two diﬀerent
contexts, surveying a wide spectrum of taste and cultural hierarchies through both the diﬀerence in my own intention—to commodify vs. to occupy gallery space—and with regard to the
interest each application garnered. Several art collectors bought
pillows for hundreds of dollars, whereas the easier to produce
totes could be sold for $25. This juxtaposition interested me with
regard to art aura and reproduction. Playing up this contrast,
the tote bag and pillow were displayed side by side at the Graphic
Design MFA Biennial To Whom It May Concern.

OF
“THERE IS A PROLIFERATION OF
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SIG
AND
IGIN
MYTHS OF OR
TH,
REALITY; OF SECOND-HAND TRU
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.
ITY
TIC
HEN
AUT
OBJECTIVITY AND
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E,
TRU
IS AN ESCALATION OF THE ECTION OF
LIVED EXPERIENCE; A RESURR JECT AND
OB
THE FIGURATIVE WHERE THE EARED.”
APP
DIS
E
HAV
NCE
SUBSTA
JEAN BAUDRILLARD
SIMULACR A AND SIMULATION
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Embroidery detail.

The pillow and tote on display at To Whom
It May Concern, the 2017 RISD Graphic
Design MFA Biennial.
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To Whom It May Concern
EXHIBITION IDENTITY

Along with Nick Adam ’18, Cara Buzzell ’18, Marie Otsuka ’18, and
Minryung Son ’17, I designed an identity system and applications
for To Whom It May Concern, the 2017 RISD Graphic Design
MFA Biennial Exhibition. The exhibition examined how graphic
designers actively respond and give shape to content in times of
political unrest and crisis. As both an exhibition of student work
and an open-letter to anybody concerned with the current state
of aﬀairs, the identity played with the concept of desperation,
volume, and contextual framing. The identity was a pair of stickers, labeled “To Whom” and “May Concern,” respectively, between
which anything could be placed as the “It” to complete the sentence. Posters to promote the show were hung around campus
with the two stickers on the top left and bottom right corners.
Posters included typographic political gripes (culled from
a department-wide open-letter, addressed “To Whom it May
Concern”) and crops of the work within the show, placed in
poster clusters to convey the exhibition’s urgent spirit.

LEFT Exhibition window display. The giant
“IT” reveals the play within the identity.
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IT
GD MFA BIENNIAL 2017

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN

RISD
MFA
GRAPHIC
DESIGN
BIENNIAL

RISD GRAPHIC DESIGN
MFA BIENNIAL 2017

MARCH 24 – APRIL 9

OPENING RECEPTION MARCH 23

SOL KOFFLER GALLERY

MARCH 24 – APRIL 9 2017
SOL KOFFLER GALLERY

TOWHOMITMAYCONCERN.COM

ToWhomItMayConcern.risd.gd

GD MFA BIENNIAL 2017

I WORRY
THAT
I MAY HAVE
TO LEAVE
THIS COUNTRY,
WHICH HAS
BECOME
MY HOME
TOWHOMITMAYCONCERN.RISD.EDU

The entrance wall to the gallery space was
posted with some of the lines from the open
letter written from RISD Graphic Design
addressed “To Whom it May Concern.”
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A sample poster array featured crops of
work from the show, some lines from the
open letter, and the title of the show.
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The website, designed by Marie Otsuka,
allowed visitors to place the stickers wherever they pleased and featured every line
from the open letter in a random sequence.
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BRANDING &
PROMOTION

CURATION &
EXHIBITION DESIGN

Vernacular Spectacular was a student-curated art exhibition at
RISD’s Gelman Gallery, located within the RISD Museum building, curated and designed by myself and Cem Eskinazi ’17 in the
™
Fall of 2016. The curatorial mission was to exhibit RISD student
work focused on or utilizing the languages of mass-culture and
consumer culture. The project involved curation, promotion,
branding, identity, and event design. Through its promotion,
design, and spatial layout, the exhibition sought to defamiliarize
visitors with consumer culture and their own mundane realities
by re-presenting commercial objects and themes in the context
of the white cube gallery space.
The result was a subversion of both the museum’s elevated
space and the show’s contents simultaneously. Promotion and
build-up to the show made use of the materials and tools of the
everyday. To promote the show, we applied our designs to custom
shipping boxes and clear packaging tape placed around campus,
and created dynamic GIFs for social media using only our logo.
For the show’s opening, we crafted a unique experience featuring
five performances (three musicians and two performance artists)
and a stanchioned-oﬀ, mediated entryway involving greeters and
somewhat optional queuing. In keeping with our method-acting
spin on designing the exhibition, the curatorial statement was
written as an “Our Promise to You” wall, like you might see at a
big box store. The show’s wall-labels were also designed to imitate
pharmacy price tags (with functional barcodes).
Through our flexible identity, we critique the concept of a
logomark by converting the logo itself into a source of information
through the type of non-stop iterative usage typical of hefty
advertising campaigns. Our promotion brought upwards of 400
people to the opening night.

LEFT Digital detail of the step-and-repeat
wall at the event. In keeping with the
self-reflexive branding of the show,
the wall’s logos substituted “Vern” and
“Spect” with abbreviated titles of the
work included in the show.

NEXT SPREAD The show’s entrance, featuring
the step and repeat wall, curatorial statement, and our logo in vinyl. Custom packing
tape lines the floor.
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Our Promise to You
When was the last time you reconsidered the things
that surround you, the things you own, or even the basic
things you do everyday? Just look around.
Every product you pull oﬀ the shelf, all of the things
you see on tv, each website you click through, every
building you pass, and even the desk you sit at each day
comes prepackaged with its own narrative.
For years we have watched artists struggle to tell
complicated stories. Aren’t these manufactured narratives complicated enough? That’s where Vernacular
Spectacular™ comes to the rescue!
Vernacular Spectacular™ promises you a chance
to see your constructed realities fresh, unpacked,
and like never before.* The Vernacular Spectacular™
team is committed to re-presenting your world to you.
No ifs, ands, or buts about it.
Now go ahead and enjoy our spectacular collection
of art items, created by professional artists who understand that the art we need is just around the corner.
Vernacular Spectacular™ — where art meets life and
you are on display.

VERN
SPECT

™

*while supplies last

Cem Eskinazi MFA GD ’17
Curator

Our curatorial statement was designed to
recall an “Our Promise to You” wall, like you
might find in a big box or department store.
Cem and I positioned ourselves as CEOs
turned curators. The simplistic, lighthearted
language attempts to defamiliarize the
reverential museum space.

The logo combines two ends of the
corporate branding spectrum: classic
modernist typography paired with naive,
Comic Sans-esque brushscript. The custom
typeface was designed by Wooksang Kwon
GD MFA ’17.
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Drew Litowitz MFA GD ’17
Curator

ABOVE AND FOLLOWING Our “Call for Work”
messaging for the show was distributed to
the school with an accompanying hyperspeed GIF of logo riffs. We recreated and
adapted all of the ubiquitous logos and pop
cultural symbols we could think of to give
potential contributors an accurate feel for
the show’s energy and intent.
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S

SPEC

VERN

The show’s postcard nods to default
labeling associated with shipping methods.
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Custom shipping tape. The information
conveyed in the logos is identical to that of
the boxes. Tape was another alternate form
of a poster, used throughout campus to
tag walls, railings, and floors quickly and in
large quantities.

Our custom shipping box. Each of the four
sides conveys a separate piece of pertinent
information about the show’s opening and
the show’s duration. These were installed
throughout RISD’s campus leading up to
the opening.
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NEXT SPREAD An example installation of
boxes throughout campus. Usually four
boxes were installed in order to display
each side of the box once. Our packing
tape surrounded the boxes, to bolster their
monumental quality.

ABOVE Each application of tape was unique,
some more extensive than others.
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Installing the boxes felt like working at a
packaging warehouse or designing storefront window displays.
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The show announcement GIF. GIFs leading
up to the opening were posted periodically
to Instagram.
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An epic GIF of word associations
thematically relevant to the show. A fun way
to flex our identity and promote the show with
mysterious messaging.

FOLLOWING SPREAD The entrance to the gallery,
lined with tape and an installation of absurd
transaction windows by Evany Chefa.

THIS SPREAD
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Front view of the gallery space.
Anonymous greeters were positioned
outside the gallery to pin custom 3D printed
bread clips (designed by Makoto Kumasaka)
onto visitors. The greeters told visitors “The
Show Expires January 29th.”
PREVIOUS SPREAD

ABOVE
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Evany Chefa staffs her transaction windows
in the gallery’s entryway. Each window had a
unique transaction. Upon entering the gallery,
visitors were forced into a queue for the performance, unsure whether or not waiting was
necessary to enter the gallery. It was not.
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NEXT SPREAD The crowd in the space during the
show’s opening.
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Deciding where performances would take
place was another design challenge. We
placed the stage area along the wall that
closed off our “shopping aisle” section of the
show. This was the perfect place for the crowd
to create a circle. Following the opening, a
video of the performances was projected
onto the wall.
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ABOVE The show’s tagline on the wall in vinyl:
“Don’t reinvent the wheel. Buy one!” Martim
Galvao and Todd Anderson perform commercially-themed, sample-based music as Gentle
Leader, at the opening.
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ABOVE
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Various pieces from the show.
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ABOVE Edek Sher performs “Fiat Money” at
the show’s opening.
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ABOVE Convenience store price tags were used
to label artwork, with all of the data replaced
with the various bits of information necessary
for a gallery show: index number, department,
name, year of graduation, title of work, and
materials. Each barcode linked to a product
relevant to the artwork.
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ABOVE Cem Eskinazi and I pose in front of the
step and repeat wall.
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ABOVE Vinyl adorned the outer windows, aping
a common tactic from corporate offices and
storefronts.
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BONUS
TRACKS

1 Frame
The lens or window through which something is
viewed. A frame can be literal (a picture frame) or
gestural (a logo overlay).

2 Context
The place, time, and cultural implications of given
content and form. Every graphic design tool brings
with it its own set of cultural cues, from typeface
choice, to color, to materiality, to formal decisions.

3 Mediate
To ascribe explicit and strategic meaning to an object
or experience through layering, summarization, and
contextualization. Mediation usually occurs atop raw
experiences or imagery, defining its purpose before a
user or viewer can draw their own conclusions.

INTRODUCTION
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A Lexicon of Helpful Terms

4 Format

8 Co-opt/Hi-Jack

The shape and form of the vehicle delivering the
message. Certain formats gain prominence and
are familiar through wide use.

To adopt for one’s own use.

5 Platform

To remove, replace, and rearrange content
to create dissonance or tension.

9 Substitution

A usually raised horizontal surface; a device or
structure used to separate the negligible from the
noteworthy—a proverbial pedestal.

10 Masquerade
To assume a familiar or acceptable form as a
means of infiltration. To deceive through role-play.

6 Iconography
Commonplace images and symbols that carry with
them histories and associations that can be read, or
felt, at a glance.

11 Method Acting & Role-Play
Assuming the role or position of a specific character
in order to create work or expression that feels
authentically of that perspective.

7 Subterfuge
To obfuscate or hide underlying meaning or truth.
Design and the language of marketing can often be
employed as a tool to make the dangerous appear
safe, to validate or normalize the unhealthy, etc.
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12 Personification
To attribute personality, character, or human
form to an object or abstraction.
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13 Hyperbolize

17 Degradation/Oversaturation

To exaggerate meaning, content, or context, in
order to reveal or emphasize specific distinctive
characteristics. To push these characteristics to their
limits in order to amplify what makes them unique.

The decline in quality or clarity through repetition
or deterioration of content over a wide network or
expansive context. To use iconography or symbolism
so frequently that its representative meaning becomes
less potent and less impactful.

14 Conflate

18 Feedback

To compress two disparate ideas or concepts within the
same space. To combine seemingly ill-fitting narratives
or forms to reveal hidden connections or to create new
ones.

When something’s output becomes an input, looping
back into itself, usually resulting in distortion and
unmanageable volume.

15 Threshold of Viability

19 Distortion

The thin line separating the oﬃcially sanctioned and
commercially viable from the amateur and naïve—the
plausible from the implausible.

The shifting and mutating of a form or sound that
often muﬄes or muddies its intended tone. This
can happen through volume shifts and contextual
evolution.

16 Reverberation

20 Surreality

The dilution or mutation of an original form through
exceedingly distanced repetition. The fluid spread and
endless mutation of content through diﬀerent channels,
contexts, and mediums.
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Having a strange dreamlike atmosphere or quality.
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21 Psychedelia
To invoke the otherworldy or altered consciousness.

22 Cultural Identity
The complex network of feelings and emotions that
come with belonging to a group. A sense of belonging to
a specific set (or sets) of cultures and beliefs. Cultural
identities can be multi-faceted and complex, drawing
from multiple sources (race, heritage, interests,
birthplace) to create an amalgamation of associations
and cultural practices (i.e. Jewish American, African
American; Conservative, Liberal; Punk-Rocker, MetalHead; etc).
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In “The Parking Garage,” the sixth episode of
Seinfeld’s third season, George, Elaine, Jerry, and
Kramer spend the episode’s entire runtime trying
to find their car in a New Jersey mall’s parking
garage. Clearly, it’s the last place any of them want
to be; they just want to go home. It’s a moment
that would be excruciating to have to live through
yourself, let alone be forced to watch somebody
else go through. But somehow, there’s enough
humor and action within that shallow, confined
space to make the experience hilariously engaging
for viewers.
A sort of contemporary Greek Chorus, Jerry’s
famous stand-up bits also soften the drama and
anxiety of the group being lost, because we know
Jerry has eventually found his way out and written
a comedy routine from what he’s gleaned. Apart
from these interstitials, it all happens in the garage—
you never see the mall and you never see them get
out. In fact, when they do eventually find the car,
Kramer can’t start it. Nevertheless, this imagined
space between never getting out of the garage, and
Jerry dryly joking about it later is where the perfect
poison of dramatic irony and self-reflexivity kicks in.
Seinfeld
'The Parking Garage'
Season 3, Episode 6
Original Air Date
October 30, 1991
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Conclusion

Ultimately, the joke is on us for being stuck in the garage with
them. Nobody is forcing us to watch this dull narrative, and
yet still we partake. When we realize this conceit, coupled with
Jerry’s wry commentary, the premise becomes even funnier.
The point: it can be funny to be lost in a parking garage…but
only if you know the way out.
Much of the designed world—the design of the everyday—is
sort of like this parking garage. We spend more of our life lost
in a sea of designed messaging, labels, and frames than we do
away from them. And sure, when we want to, we do a decent job
finding the messaging that’s relevant to our needs, and tuning
out the louder information that’s always vying for our attention.
But even if we try to avoid the louder stuﬀ, it’s still
all around us. We might not want to participate, but we don’t
really have a choice. You can’t really control when and how you
get lost, but you can choose how to respond to each situation.
I’ve found that if I learn to view our over-saturated world with
some distance, nonchalance, and humor, I am able to take
control; to discover and appreciate some joy from within.
It’s only when you know the way out that you feel comfortable
going back in and messing around.
To me, Graphic Design is a frame of mind, a toolkit, a
perspective, and a means of self-expression. It allows me
to reassemble, recombine, and reimagine the world I see
with clarity. It creates legitimacy and order and has endless
application. I seek to use this frame of mind as a way to
make the things I see and experience a little bit lighter and a
little more honest, so that I myself can feel a little less lost.
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To the class of 2018, you will do amazing things, I’m sure of it.
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